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In the first chapter, we purpose a three matrix independent components analysis (ICA) model
which distinctly identifies within-network connectivity, between-network connectivity, and the
dynamic activation of the networks over time. This model limits the use of parametric model
assumptions and avoids the use of bivariate correlations to measure connectivity, allowing more
complex networks to be identified. The estimation process is supervised by specifying frequency
characteristics that are of interest in the extracted components, making this model suitable for
task-based designs where the task sequence is characterized by a harmonic process (e.g. block
designs). We show in simulation studies how our method can extract all three matrices accurately,
even when outliers are present (which is often the case with imaging data) while more conven-
tional ICA models fail to do so. The proposed model is then used to analyze connectivity using
data from a task-based experiment used to simulate motor response (hand and foot movement)
from the a single subject in the Midnight Scan Club dataset.
In the second chapter, we develop an extension to this connectivity model which is unsuper-
vised, removing the need to specify temporal characteristics of interest a priori. This is done by
adapting a regularized singular value decomposition method which results in sparse spatial com-
ponents and smoothed temporal components using the discrete wavelet transform. We establish
the extension’s ability to accurately estimate the three latent matrices which compose the data,
even when there is substantial spatial noise and when the temporal components are harmonic
processes with changing frequencies over time. The proposed model is then used to analyze
iii
connectivity using data from a resting state experiment, consisting of imaging data on a single
subject from the ABIDE dataset.
In the third chapter, we develop an extension to ICA which models integer-valued compo-
nents, estimated using a nonparametric, spline-based model of the conditional intensity function.
This conditional intensity function estimate is then used to predict the latent sources and then
estimate the mixing matrix using maximum likelihood. We examine the method’s performance
through simulation studies and compare the method to conventional ICA models which are not
designed for integer-valued or autocorrelated latent sources.
iv
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CHAPTER 1: ANALYZING FUNCTION CONNECTIVITY FROM TASK-BASED
STUDIES USING INDEPENDENT COMPONENT ANALYSIS
1.1 Introduction
A main area of current research in neuroscience is around the concept of functional connec-
tivity. Functional connectivity refers to the temporal correlations between neurophysiological
events [Friston, 1994]. That is, two brain regions are connected functionally if their neurological
activity are associated with one another in relation to a physiological event. Functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) indirectly measures neurological activity based on changes in blood
oxygenation over time at each location of the brain; these changes are referred to as the blood-
oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD) signal [Rogers et al., 2007]. This allows fMRI to indirectly
measure activity of the brain over the duration of an experiment with high spatial specificity.
When combined with the timing of regional BOLD activity in the brain and the timing of the
physiological activity/study task, the data can be used to identify functionally-connected regions.
Task-based experimental designs allow the researcher to stimulate specific physiological
events of interest during specific time windows. This design may allow the association between
brain activity and the corresponding behavioral outcome to be more clearly identified, facilitat-
ing the interpretation of the connectivity results [Buckner et al., 2013]. From this design, it may
be of interest to estimate changes in connectivity as the task changes over the duration of the
experiment, referred to as dynamic functional connectivity [Hutchison et al., 2013]. The tempo-
ral resolution of fMRI data acquisition facilitates the analysis of these dynamic features of the
brain. Doing so requires methodology which can extract this connectivity signal from the noisy
fMRI data. We present a model to estimate these connectivity features from spatio-temporal data,
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when a priori information is known on the temporal patterns of interest. This information, for
example based on the task sequence, can then be leveraged to more precisely estimate connec-
tivity compared to standard methods. Section 1.2 provides a literature review on pre-processing
and connectivity methods for neural imaging data analysis, Section 1.3 describes the proposed
method for analyzing task-based connectivity, Section 1.5 provides results from applying the
proposed method to actual task-based fMRI data, and Section 1.6 concluded with limitations and
discussion.
1.2 Literature Review
1.2.1 Neural Imaging Analysis and Pre-Processing
In general, neuroimaging data is measured at discrete points in time and physical space.
Imaging can be done in various modalities, with common non-invasive ones being magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) and electroencephalography (EEG). Each has its own strengths and
weaknesses which need to be considered in tandem with the scientific questions of interest, ex-
perimental design, and analytic methods used [He et al., 2011]. This is particularly important for
functional connectivity, as the spatial nature of the concept requires sufficient spatial resolution
while dynamic connectivity requires sufficient temporal resolution to accurately identify the neu-
rological dynamics of interest. Functional MRI is often used for these purposes due to its very
high spatial resolution and adequate (though not the best) temporal resolution [He et al., 2011].
Data acquired from these imaging modalities contain a combination of information which
is relevant to the scientific question of interest (signal) and additional information which is not
relevant (noise). Thus, maximizing the ratio of signal to noise (SNR) is important, generally
defined as the ratio of the mean signal over time and the standard deviation of noise over time
[Welvaert and Rosseel, 2013]. Fluctuations in the signal over the course of an experiment can
be small in magnitude with noise being a significant portion of the data [Rogers et al., 2007].
As a result, maximizing the SNR is critical in terms of determining these fluctuations from the
observed data [Parrish et al., 2000]. This is further compounded by the indirect nature of imaging
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modalities such as fMRI and EEG in measuring underlying brain activity. While spatially and
temporally isolated neural activity is of scientific interest, fMRI and EEG are not able to provide
direct measurements. For fMRI, while the BOLD signal is thought to be correlated with neural
activity, it is not a perfect surrogate given the time lag between the BOLD signal and underlying
activity [He et al., 2011]. For EEG, neural activity can be lost before it reaches the sensors due to
physiological complications such as volume conduction, as well as crosstalk (same activity being
identified by multuple sensors) [He et al., 2011].
SNR is related to the mechanical properties of the imaging modality being used, the study
design, and the statistical analysis [Petersson et al., 1999]. As a result, it can be manipulated to
create more informative analyses. This ratio is complicated by the multi-dimensional property
of neuroimaging data in the spatial and temporal domains, which each domain having its own
amount of signal and noise [Petersson et al., 1999]. Ambiguities also exist in terms of defining
this ratio due to the many modalites available and their very heterogeneous nature. For example,
defining SNR for fMRI data is still an ongoing discussion in the literature [Welvaert and Rosseel,
2013].
Various statistical approaches have been used to address the high degree of noise in imaging
data. Many of these approaches are referred to as a part of the pre-processing stage, during which
the data is prepared for eventual analysis. Different approaches have been developed to maximize
SNR temporally and spatially. Some sources of noise have a well understood frequency range
(generally very high frequency sources are noise), which is used in combination with bandpass
filtering to eliminate these sources from the observed data [Friston et al., 1996, Weissenbacher
et al., 2009, Power et al., 2012, Satterthwaite et al., 2013]. Linear regression using covariates
which reflect these noise sources of interest to remove them from the signal is also commonly
used [Friston et al., 1996, Johnstone et al., 2006]. Spatial filtering is also used, specifically kernel
smoothing (Gaussian kernal for example) to reduce noise between locations in close proximity
of each other to more accurately reflect a continuous spatial signal in the data [Friston et al.,
1996, Van Veen et al., 1997, He et al., 2011]. Kernel methods smooth the observed data by using
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averages of “nearby” points, which the weights and distances of the points determined by the
chosen kernel function [Triantafyllou et al., 2006].
Dimension reduction methods using matrix factorization have also been used for pre-processing
of imaging data due to the high dimensional nature of neural imaging data. Principal component
analysis (PCA) is often used as a pre-processing step with fMRI data due to the high spatial and
temporal dimensions of the data, making inference computationally unstable and noisy [LaConte
et al., 2003, Xie et al., 2009, Churchill et al., 2012, Smith et al., 2014]. PCA allows the data to be
transformed into a reduced set of components which contain most of the signal in the data, based
on the estimated covariance matrix or another square matrix obtained using data decomposition
methods such as singular value decomposition (SVD) [LaConte et al., 2003]. However, PCA re-
quires the number of components in the set to be selected manually such that the noise-influenced
components are removed. This can lead to portions of the signal being removed as well or large
amounts of noise being left in the data [LaConte et al., 2003]. The dimension-reduced data also
may be difficult to interpret compared to the original set of variables.
Along with traditional PCA, various forms of supervised factorization methods have been
developed, which allow information about hypothesized components of interest to be included in
the decomposition [Bai et al., 2008, Barshan et al., 2011, Li et al., 2016]. In theory, this should
allow a more accurate identification of these components in the data, improving the signal detec-
tion in the dimension-reduced set. The information provided could result in more interpretable
components, based on temporal frequencies of interest, experiment design and other covariates.
This is particularly of interest with neural imaging data due to the known attributes of many
forms of neurological activity, as well as the temporal nature of experimental design [Bai et al.,
2008]. Extensions to these methods have also been developed which use more data-driven and
less supervised approaches Zhang et al. [2013], Hong and Lian [2013].
Independent component analysis (ICA) [Churchill et al., 2012, Warnick et al., 2018] is also
used for dimension reduction. ICA has been used to identify common noise components such as
eye blinking by examining the frequencies present in the predicted temporal components (tempo-
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ral ICA) or the spatial location of activity of the predicted components (spatial ICA) [Xue et al.,
2006, Bai et al., 2008, Pruim et al., 2015]. Similar to PCA, the purpose of using ICA for dimen-
sion reduction is to identify noise components in the data as latent variables and then remove
these isolated components.
While both PCA and ICA are matrix factorization methods, PCA tries to find an orthogo-
nal transformation of a set of components with maximum variance, with components ranked in
order of variability. ICA tries to find a linear transformation of a set of components which are
independent and non-Gaussian. ICA and PCA (or SVD) are often used in tandem due to the high
dimension of imaging data. PCA/SVD is used first as a dimension reduction tool and then ICA is
used as a tool to identify latent groups temporal or spatially [Hyvärinen and Oja, 2000, Romero,
2011, Chawla, 2011].
When applying ICA on imaging data, a common pre-processing method used is whitening.
Whitening entails a linear transformation of the observed data resulting in each variable having
zero correlation with the others (data is ”white”). This results in an orthogonal mixing matrix in
the ICA model, improving the computational stability of the estimation process [Hyvärinen and
Oja, 2000].
1.2.2 Functional Connectivity
Functional connectivity is often measured by the correlations between a set of spatial loca-
tions in the brain across time, with these correlations sometimes conceptualized using a graph
theory approach [Wang et al., 2010, Joel et al., 2011]. Locations are represent by vertices on the
graph which are connected by edges; these edges represent functional connectivity. Weights are
attached to these edges which represent the degree of connectivity, with various methods used
to define and then estimate these weights. Some measure of correlation (Pearson for example) is
often used for continuous weights, with a binary measure sometimes used instead by thresholding
continuous measures (0 implies no connectivity, 1 implies connectivity) [Rubinov and Sporns,
2010, Kaiser, 2011].
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The spatial locations are often referred to as nodes. The locations from a fMRI scan are
comprised of individual voxels, single units of measure representing equal-size cubes. Each
voxel represents a fine-grain measure of activity in three-dimensional space. Thus, fMRI data
is comprised of a time series of BOLD signals for each voxel. With fMRI data, the nodes are
often either defined at the voxel-level directly or by decomposing the voxel-level data into a
smaller set of components due to the high spatial dimension [van den Heuvel et al., 2008, van den
Heuvel and Pol, 2010]. These components are often referred to as regions of interest (ROIs)
[Rogers et al., 2007]. The set of nodes can be selected a priori, using a data-driven approach,
or a combination of both [Joel et al., 2011, Marrelec and Fransson, 2011, Sohn et al., 2015].
These nodes can also be constructed on a whole sample level, on a more individualized level per
subject, or based on some grouping variable (diagnosis for example) [Abou Elseoud et al., 2011,
Sohn et al., 2015]. After deciding on a set of nodes, their correlation (or some other measure of
association) across time can then be calculated from their observed time series [Fox and Raichle,
2007]. This is sometimes referred to as a seed-based approach [Joel et al., 2011].
Using a seed-based approach has a number of limitations. Since the connectivity is only
assessed at selected ROIs and bivariate correlations are used for estimation, it is difficult to assess
more complex connectivity structures. This can result in connectivity patterns within the brain
going undetected in the data analysis [Joel et al., 2011]. The method for node selection can also
lead to shortcomings in the analysis. If ROIs are selected a priori, connectivity between regions
whose composition differs from those selected may be undetectable [van den Heuvel and Pol,
2010]. Specifying the same set of nodes for population or group-level data does not account for
individual variation in regional functional connectivity. Unless the voxels are used as the nodes,
without a data-driven approach these individual-level differences are difficult to take into account
in the analysis [Sohn et al., 2015]. However, due to the high spatial dimension of fMRI data,
using voxels-level analyses makes identifying and testing macro-level connectivity difficult due
to the large number of comparisons (diminishing power) and large variance in neural activity at
the voxel-level.
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Parametric modeling techniques such as structural equation modeling (SEM) can be used
to reflect more complex relationships between voxels beyond bivariate correlations, but these
techniques suffer from possible model misspecification [Mclntosh and Gonzalez-Lima, 1994,
Rogers et al., 2007]. Misspecification is particularly concerning in this context due to the high
dimensional, complex nature of connectivity as well as high amount of noise present in imaging
data. This can result in a large number of model parameters to estimate unless the dimension of
the data is reduced. As a result, a set of ROIs is usually created to serve as potential locations
of connectivity, which may cause connectivity patterns present in a different set of ROIs to go
undetected [van den Heuvel and Pol, 2010, Guàrdia-Olmos et al., 2018].
Dynamic causal modeling (DCM) is another parametric modeling approach used to analyze
functional connectivity [Friston et al., 2003, Ramnani et al., 2004]. DCM is similar to SEM, in
that it is a parametric modeling of the observed data as a function of latent constructs. DCM
represents the underlying brain activity as latent constructs, with each construct representing
a specific spatial region. It allows interactions in activity between these regions to be modeled
dynamically over time, compared to traditional SEM where they are modeled statically. More
specifically, for l brain regions with neural activity denoted by z = (z1, . . . , zl), future neural ac-
tivity is modeled using ż = F (z, u, θ) where F (.) is a non-linear function and u are inputs which
exert changes on the neural activity (ex. experiment stimulus). Then connectivity is generally
represented by the change in the system when neural activity z changes, that is by A = ∂F
∂z
. DCM
is highly parametric with a large number of functions and parameters which require defining and
estimating respectively. Bayesian methods are used to conduct inference on parameter θ using
the computed posterior distribution, adding the complication of choosing an appropriate prior
[Friston et al., 2003].
Granger causality (GC) is another method used to analyze functional connectivity by lever-
aging the temporal nature of imaging data. Similar to SEM and DMC, GC is used to assess direc-
tional relationships of connectivity by comparing the timing of activity across the brain regions
during the experiment. GC is based on the idea that causes temporally precede their effects. GC
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is commonly assessed using autoregressive models with the ROI/voxel-specific time series, with
the location’s previous activity as well as previous activity from other locations as covariates
[Granger, 1969, Seth et al., 2015]. Thus, GC defines connectivity by one location’s ability to
predict activity in other at a future time. Generalizations have since been developed, including
nonparametric extensions [Seth et al., 2015]. However, due to the frequent use of parametric
modeling, GC is subject to model misspecficiation, potentially introducing bias. Furthermore,
this definition of connectivity simply as a relationship manifesting in the prediction of the ob-
served data does not reflect the indirect relationship between imaging data and actual neural activ-
ity. As a result, it does not directly model the physiological properties of connectivity (compared
to DCM for example), which is generally of most scientific interest [Seth et al., 2015]. This is
particularly concerning in fMRI data where there is a known temporal lag between the underlying
neural activity and corresponding observed BOLD signal.
Common data-driven approaches include PCA [Rogers et al., 2007, Zhong et al., 2009,
Leonardi et al., 2013], clustering methods [Deen et al., 2010, Liu et al., 2012], and ICA [van de
Ven et al., 2004, Warnick et al., 2018]. Methods such as k-means and hierarchical clustering
have been used to group regional associations in neural activity measured using bivariate Pearson
correlation across time, and linear modeling of each region’s time series as the outcome and the
other regions as the covariates. With linear modeling, the corresponding regression parameter
estimates can then be analyzed using a clustering algorithm [Deen et al., 2010]. Hierarchical clus-
tering begins by regarding each region as a separate cluster. A distance metric is then computed
for each pair of regions (for example Pearson correlation). The pair with the lowest distance is
then clustered together, and the process repeats until one cluster is formed (the entire data). Inter-
cluster (the distance between two clusters two pairs of regions belong to) is also calculated when
they merge into new clusters. A final set of clusters is then selected based on a chosen metric [Liu
et al., 2012].
ICA is a matrix factorization method also used to analyze functional connectivity. ICA mod-
els an observed data matrixX as a product of two matrices; one a matrix of weights (often de-
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noted byA, the mixing matrix) and the another a matrix containing the realizations of the latent
variables as its rows (often denoted by S) [Bordier et al., 2010]. That is,X = AS, modeling
the observed data as a linear combination (mixing) of latent variable realizations. It is further
assumed that these latent variables (and thus the rows of S) are independent and non-normally
distributed. These latent variables are thus multivariate with entries corresponding to levels of
activation in the imaged locations (spatial ICA) or at the recorded time points (temporal ICA)
depending on the dimension ofX . As a result, ICA is sometimes interpreted as a clustering
method, with the latent variables serving as the clusters [Joel et al., 2011]. In spatial ICA, these
variables are often interpreted as latent spatial networks in the brain, with the entries of S as the
degree to which each spatial location contributes to the network. In temporal ICA, the latent
variables represent networks in neural activity with respect to time.
Since the rows of S are considered independent, they are not useful for assessing functional
connectivity through correlation-based analyses. As a result, estimated correlations fromA be-
tween independent components are generally used instead [Allen et al., 2012, Marusak et al.,
2017, Warnick et al., 2018]. However,A is considered a matrix of fixed constants to be estimated
and not random quantities despite this use of correlation [Bordier et al., 2010]. Generally, this dis-
tinction has not been considered when using ICA to assess functional connectivity. In that sense,
ICA provides a relatively simple and flexible model of connectivity while allowing non-linear
relationships, with S representing within-network connectivity andA between-network connec-
tivity. ICA is computationally stable with high-dimensional data and thus can be used to analyze
neural activity at a high spatial resolution without requiring a large amount of a priori dimension
reduction [Hyvärinen and Oja, 2000]. Thus, nodes at the voxel-level can be used directly, though
some form of dimension reduction is still sometimes used (such as PCA) [Hyvärinen and Oja,
2000, Romero, 2011, Chawla, 2011]. Data-driven ROIs can be conceptualized from ICA based
on the networks from the latent sources in S [Allen et al., 2012, Marusak et al., 2017, Warnick
et al., 2018].
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Beyond the risk of mis-specification with parametric approaches, the benefit of a latent vari-
able method such as ICA is it’s ability to reflect the indirect acquisition of neural activity by
modalities such as MRI and EEG [Ramsey et al., 2010]. ICA models the observed data as a func-
tion of unobserved latent variables, which reflects how imaging modalities are a noisy, imperfect
measurement of underlying neural activity in the brain [Beckmann and Smith, 2004]. This under-
lying neural activity can be thought of as a latent variable, as is common in measurement model
theory [Bollen, 1989]. Thus, applying models which reflect the relationship between the observed
measurement and physiological response (such as a hemodynamic reponse function in fMRI data)
is not necessary to identify underlying neural activity, which is the target of scientific interest.
This removes the need to apply parametric models which assume a structure for thsi relationship,
which may be misspecified [Beckmann and Smith, 2004, Calhoun and Adali, 2006]. Furthermore,
ICA (and similar clustering methods) is not limited to uncovering bivariate relationships like
correlation is, relfecting the multivariate nature of connectivity [Smith et al., 2011].
While these methods have mostly been used for assessing static connectivity over time, func-
tional connectivity which changes over time or in response to stimuli is also of interest. The
traditional approaches to connectivity such as calculating ROI-specific correlations across time
or assessing Granger Causality treat the node’s response at each time point as a random sample
from the same distribution. As a result, possible changes in connectivity across time cannot be
defined or estimated. In response, methods have been developed to define and measure dynamic
functional connectivity [Friston et al., 2003, Leonardi et al., 2013, Koush et al., 2013, Xu and
Lindquist, 2015, Shakil et al., 2016, Warnick et al., 2018]. These methods partition the time scale
of the data by grouping time points, and allows the connectivity structures between each group
to differ while staying constant within each group of time points. This is an example of local
stationarity [Dahlhaus, 2012].
When imaging data is acquired from a task-based experiment, dynamic connectivity can be
assessed by estimating the difference in connectivity before and after task onset. DCM can be
used in this way, although continuous changes across the entire time scale cannot be modeled
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and analyzed as the input changing the neural activity is considered discrete [Friston et al., 2003,
Koush et al., 2013, Shakil et al., 2016]. Many methods for analyzing dynamic connectivity on
a continuous time scale use a sliding window approach in combination with procedures applied
to static connectivity [Chang and Glover, 2010, Allen et al., 2012, Lindquist et al., 2014, Shakil
et al., 2016]. Sliding-window correlation analysis entails creating a length of time to serve as the
”window” followed by computing correlations for the voxel time-series within this window of
time. This window is then continually shifted forward in time and the correlations are again com-
puted until the end of the time series are reached. This method has a number of potential short-
comings and complications, including choosing the window length and using a binary method of
weighting observations (all within have same weight, all outside do not contribute). Furthermore
the use of windowing can result in abrupt changes in connectivity to go unseen [Lindquist et al.,
2014]. Another framework partitions the time course into sets of intervals such that connectivity
is static within these intervals but differs between them. This is commonly referred to as assum-
ing local stationarity [Dahlhaus, 2012]. These partitions can be set a priori (for example based on
the experimental design) or data driven. Connectivity can be then estimated within each interval
using standard methods, and then compared between them using a chosen metric or modeling
approach [Xu and Lindquist, 2015, Warnick et al., 2018].
Frequency-based analyses are also used to assess dynamic connectivity, particularly based
on coherence [Sun et al., 2004, Chang and Glover, 2010, Srinivasan et al., 2007, Catarino et al.,
2013, Euán et al., 2019]. Coherence is measure of correlation between two time series based
on their frequencies instead of their observed realizations [Gardner, 1992]. It assesses which
frequencies are associated between the two series. Various frequencies have been characterized
in neural activity as being associated with specific physiological phenomenon. This makes co-
herence (and frequencies in general) an intuitive way of assessing connectivity [Buzsáki and
Draguhn, 2004, Stam, 2000, Wu et al., 2008, Lee et al., 2013a]. These methods generally as-
sess the frequency information in the observed data. However, due to the large amount of noise
present in imaging data as well as the indirect measurement used by many modalities, this may
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prevent the underlying physiological relationships from being revealed [Mclntosh and Gonzalez-
Lima, 1994, Friston et al., 2003, Ramnani et al., 2004, Seth et al., 2015].
ICA has also been used to analyze dynamic connectivity [Kiviniemi et al., 2011, Chen et al.,
2013, Allen et al., 2012, Marusak et al., 2017, Warnick et al., 2018]. Typically, this involves a
sliding window approach using ICA instead of, or in combination with, correlation analyses
[Kiviniemi et al., 2011, Chen et al., 2013, Allen et al., 2012, Marusak et al., 2017]. Warnick
et al. [2018] developed a Bayesian method for applying ICA with a hidden Markov model to
assess dynamic connectivity which does not require a sliding window approach. However, it
has potential shortcomings such as the subjectivity of the chosen priors, and the extensive use
of modeling assumptions through the priors and use of a hidden Markov model for the changing
connectivity. Furthermore, they apply this Bayesian model not to the observed imaging data
but to the ICA-determined ROIs, which were determined using an ICA fitting procedure which
does not account for within-component correlation. The modeling and computational complexity
is also quite high due to the large number of prior distributions required for the various model
components, creating the risk of a large degree of model misspecification.
1.3 Proposed Methods
1.3.1 Stochastic Processes
A univariate stochastic process S(t) is a random variable defined as a function of t (time
for example), taking a single value at each t. Denote the multivariate stochastic process S(t) =
(S1(t), . . . , SU(t)) for t = 0,±1,±2, . . . where Sj(t) is mean zero and has covariance function
cSjSj(u) = Cov(Sj(t), Sj(u + t)) for all t and j = 1, . . . , U . That is, S(t) is (weakly) stationary.
Assuming
∑∞
u=−∞ |cSjSk(u)| < ∞ for all j, k = 1 . . . , U , the U by U spectral density matrix of
S(t) can be defined as
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fSS(r) = [fSj ,Sk(r)]j,k=1,...,U





cSjSk(u)exp(−iru) for r ∈ R
where r denotes a frequency and i denotes the complex i. Both the marginal spectral densities
of Sj(t), (fSj ,Sj) for j = 1, . . . , U , and bivariate joint spectral densities of Sj(t), Sk(t) (fSj ,Sk)
for j 6= k, are contained in fSS(r). These describe the processes’ realized values with respect to
their frequencies, as well as how these realized frequencies are associated. This is separate from
the usual densities which directly describe the occurrence of the proccesses’ realized values.
Suppose T realizations are observed, denoted by S(t) for 0, 1, . . . , T − 1 and consider the set
of frequencies denoted by rk = 2πk/T for k = 0, . . . , T − 1. The discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
of S(t) for t = 0, . . . , T − 1 is defined by





with the raw multivariate periodogram defined by the squared modulus of the DFT, denoted by






is U by U where ∗ denotes the complex conjugate. The periodogram serves as an estimate of
the spectral density, though improved estimates have been developed such as the windowed
periodogram [Brillinger, 2001].
The DFT can be used to derive a log likelihood with respect to the frequency domain for
(weakly) stationary processes. Suppose rk → λk for 1 ≤ k ≤ K, with −∞ < λk < ∞,
as T → ∞. Then φ(rk, Sj) for 1 ≤ k ≤ K are asymptotically Normal and independent. If
Sj(t) are assumed to be independent for j = 1, . . . , U , φ(rk, Sj) are asymptotically Normal and
independent for 1 ≤ k ≤ K and j = 1, . . . , U [Brillinger, 2001]. The asymptotic independence
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follows from the asymptotic Normality with an asymptotic covariance of 0 across rk. Thus, the
autocorrelation and dependence within a given process present in the time domain converges
to 0 with respect to the frequency domain. From this result, it can be shown that f̂Sj ,Sj(rk)
d−→
fSj ,Sj(rk)χ
2(2)/2 independently for k = 0, . . . , T − 1 and, if Sj(t) are assumed to be independent,
for j = 1, . . . , U [Brillinger, 2001].
From the above results and assuming independent processes, we can define a log likelihood
for the processes in the frequency domain, defined as








+ ln[fSj ,Sj(rk)] (1.1)
where f̂ and f denote the matrices of periodograms and spectral density functions respectively.
This likelihood is known as the Whittle likelihood [Whittle, 1951] with its asymptotic properties
discussed in Dzhaparidze [1986].
1.3.2 Discrete Fourier Transform
A brief summary of the DFT is provided here, to motivate the later use of the wavelet trans-
form. Please see Sundararajan [2001] for further details. Let S(t) be a univariate stochastic pro-
cess for −∞ < t < ∞. Suppose this process is only observed at a countable set of points;
that is, we only consider {S(n) : n = 0,±1,±2, . . .}, a discrete signal which we denote by
S(n). A discrete sinusoidal waveform is defined by S(n) such that S(n) = Acos(ωn+ θ) where
A > 0 denotes the amplitude, ω denotes the frequency and θ denotes the phase shift. This pro-
cess is oscillatory; it cycles between −A and A across n at a rate defined by ω. This wave can
also be expressed as S(n) = Ccos(ωn) + Dsin(ωn) where C = Acos(θ) and D = −Asin(θ),
referred to as its rectangular form. A third representation is the complex sinusoid, defined by
S(n) = A exp[i(ωn+ θ)] where i denotes the complex number such that i2 = −1. This formula-
tion can be seen by using Euler’s identity, which states exp(ix) = cos(x) + isin(x) for any real
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number x and multiplying the identity by A exp(iθ) to generate a complex sinusoid with arbitrary
amplitude and phase shift.
Since the signal repeats at the same rate over the entire time course, only the amplitude,
frequency, and phase shift are required to define it. Compared to it’s realization in the temporal
domain, this set of three parameters is a much smaller representation. Using these parameters,
with the frequency considered the “independent” variable, defines the frequency or spectral
representation of the signal S(n). We now consider the case where the signal is a sum of distinct
sinusoidal waves. That is









where integer J > 0. This is the signal in the time domain, though again we could uniquely iden-
tify it using the set of amplitudes, frequencies, and phase shifts, that is by the set {(Aj, ωj, θj) :
j = 1, . . . , J} or transforming the signal to its representation in the frequency domain. Assuming
the signal is observed on n = 0, . . . , N − 1, of length N , this can be done using the discrete





where rk = 2πk/N for k = 0, . . . , N − 1, denote the Fourier frequencies. The set of DFT
coefficients {φ(rk, S) : k = 0, . . . , N − 1} are complex numbers whose real and complex
quantities contain the power and phase coefficients for the frequency component in the signal
S(n) identified by frequency rk. Power is used to denote the degree to which frequency rk is
present in the signal.
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1.3.3 Supervised Singular Value Decomposition
In neural imaging studies, there will often be frequencies which are a priori expected to be
in the data or are of particular scientific interest. These frequencies could be based on the exper-
imental design (for example, the timing of a stimulus) or known characteristics of physiological
phenomena (for example breathing and the heartbeat) [Buzsáki and Draguhn, 2004, Stam, 2000,
Wu et al., 2008, Lee et al., 2013a]. As a result, when conducting dimension reduction on the data,
these frequencies could be used to better remove the noise and extract the signal through a super-
vised algothrim. Bai et al. [2008] developed an extension to SVD, called supervised SVD, which
allows the specification of frequencies of interest to identify when performing the decomposi-
tion. Thus, the other frequencies not specified can be removed from reconstructing the data after
the decomposition. This especially useful for imaging studies due to the high dimension, large
amount of noise, and temporal nature of the data and study design.
For M by N data matrixX such that rank(X) = R ≤ min(M,N), the SVD isX =
V DUT where M by R matrix V and N by R matrix U are orthogonal, denoted as the left and
right singular vectors respectively andD is the R by R diagnonal matrix of positive (R > 0)
singular values. Denote the columns of V by V = [v1, . . . , vR] and U = [u1, . . . , uR] respectively
and the non-zero values ofD byD = diag[d1, . . . , dR]. For simplicity, consider the rank 1
approximation (R = 1). Supervised SVD specifies a periodic form for the columns of U , that is
u(ti) = asin(2πωti + φ) = acos(φ)sin(2πωti) + asin(φ)cos(2πωti)
where a is the amplitude, ω is the frequency and φ is the phase. Let ψ = [acos(φ), asin(φ)] and
B = (b1, b2) where b1 = [sin(2πωt1), . . . , sin(2πωtN)]T and b2 = [cos(2πωt1), . . . , cos(2πωtN)]T .
Thus, u = Bψ. That is, u is spanned by b1 and b2. Thus, the usual rank 1 SVD estimation proce-
dure is altered from
min
v,u





||X − vuT ||2 s.t. u = Bψ
where ||.||2 denotes the squared Frobenius norm [Bai et al., 2008]. This use of the sinusoidal
basis set for u forces the temporal portion of the decomposition to be formulated based on these
periodic functions, creating a supervised process. This process can then be iterated to obtain the
general rank R approximation using frequencies (ω1, ...ωR).
1.3.4 Colored ICA for Continuous Components
LetX denote the V by T matrix of voxel-specific time-series of fMRI BOLD signals, where
V is the number of voxels and T is the number of time points. ICA models the observed data as
a linear combination of U latent variables (independent components) (ICs) which are assumed to
be independent. More specifically, ICA decomposes the observed data matrix into a product of
two matrices; one of which is a matrix of weights and the other is a matrix of realizations from
the set of U independent latent variables. ICA comes in two forms, spatial ICA and temporal ICA
[Bordier et al., 2010]. Temporal ICA corresponds to the decomposition
X = AS (1.4)
whereA is a V by U matrix of weights and S is a U by T matrix of realizations from the la-
tent variables. That is, the ith row of S represents the time series for the ith independent com-
ponent. Spatial ICA corresponds to the decompositionXT = ȦṠ where Ȧ is a T by U matrix
of weights and Ṡ is a U by V matrix of realizations. In this scenario, the ith row of Ṡ represents
the spatial process for the ith independent component. Traditionally, ICA does not have a ”noise”
component. That is, the observed data is assumed to perfectly correspond to the linear combina-
tion of latent variables. However this model has been generalized to include an additive noise
component [Beckmann and Smith, 2004] or embed noise directory within S [Lee et al., 2011].
With the ICs being independent, the correlation in the observed data is reflected in the within-IC
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dependence (spatial or temporal dependence) and the contribution of the same ICs to multiple
observations through mixing fromA.
Various methods have been created to fit the ICA model to data to estimateA and pre-
dict S [Hyvärinen and Oja, 1997, Hyvärinen and Oja, 2000, Beckmann and Smith, 2004, Lee
et al., 2011]. Generally,A is assumed to be a nonsingular, square matrix withW = A−1.
First,W is estimated with S then predicted using the relation S = WX [Hyvärinen and
Oja, 2000]. Traditionally, ICA has some limitations with indentifiability of the ICs. ICs are
assumed to be non-Gaussian (for the mixing matrix to be identifiable), and the scaling and or-
dering of the ICs are not identifiable. That is, given permutation matrix P , for a given ICA model
X = AS = APP−1S since permutation matrices are nonsingular. The model cannot distin-
guish between mixing matricesAP andA and between IC matrices P−1S and S. The scaling
ambiguity is similar [Hyvärinen and Oja, 2000]. These fitting methods such as FastICA do not
account for within-component dependence, relying on the marginal density functions of the uni-
variate outcomes comprising each multivariate IC [Hyvärinen and Oja, 2000]. Since these ICs are
generally across time or space, this assumption of the within-components joint densities being
equivalent to the product of the marginals is likely incorrect. Furthermore, the information in the
within-component dependence from the joint density may reflect connectivity within the brain
[Lee et al., 2011].
Lee et al. [2011] develop an ICA fitting method which models the within-component de-
pendence when fitting a temporal ICA model, referred to as colored ICA. Instead of using the
density of the IC realizations, the authors use the density of the ICs in the frequency domain.
Since the components are independent from one other, the spectral density matrix at frequency
r is fSS(r) = diag(fS1,S1(r), . . . , fSU ,SU (r)) with each component’s non-zero spectral density
function reflecting the within-component dependence from autocorrelation. Recall the Whittle
likelihood defined in Equation 1.1. From the ICA model, the likelihood is












where ej = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0)T with the jth entry being 1. The authors then consider model-
ing the ICs as stationary autoregressive (AR) and AR with moving average (ARMA) processes
which have known, parametric forms for their spectral densities. For example in the ARMA(p,q)
case, it is assumed that source j at time t satisfies
Φj(B)Sj(t) = Θj(B)εj(t) (1.5)
where B is the backshift operator, Θj(z) = 1− θj,1z − . . .− θj,pjzpj , Φj(z) = 1− φj,1z − . . .−
φj,pjz
pj , and εj(t) ∼ N(0, σj2) independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) for t = 1, . . . , T .
The noise component is reflected by εj(t), allowing stochastic deviation from the ICA model





|Φj(e−ir)|2 , defining the Whittle likelihood in
equation 1.5 [Brockwell et al., 1991].
Finally,W and the spectral denstiy parameters are estimated using a penalized optimization
approach with the negative Whittle likelihood. Then S can be estimated using the relation above
[Lee et al., 2011]. Thus, unlike other ICA fitting methods which assume a possibly erroneous
within-component independence and fail to estimate the autocorrelation properies for the ICs, this
autocorrelation is taken into account.
While this method reflects a temporal colored ICA model, Shen [2015] developed a spa-
tial colored ICA model. They again use the Whittle likelihood defined in Equation 1.1 with the
spatial spectral periodogram and density functions. For the spectral density, a spectral ARMA
model is assumed, with the estimation process again done using a similar constrained optimiza-
tion procedure as was done in the temporal ICA case. Again, this fitting procedure procedure
preserves and conducts inference on the autocorrelation within the ICs, in the spatial domain in
this case, while making a general distribution assumption (ARMA). It is important to note that
the distributional assumptions of both colored ICA methods could be further minimized using a
nonparametric estimation approach to modeling fSj ,Sj(rk), such as a spline-based method.
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1.3.5 Modeling Connectivity
LetX denote the T by V matrix of voxel-specific time-series of fMRI BOLD signals. In
this section, we assumeX represents fMRI data, however any spatio-temporal data matrix for
which connectivity is of interest may be substituted (for example, EEG data). AssumeX can be
represented by
X = UAS
where U = [U1, . . . , UR] is a T by R matrix with columns composed of temporal realizations,A
is a R by R matrix and S = [S1, . . . , SR]T is a matrix with rows composed of spatial realizations
with Si ⊥ Sj for i, j = 1, . . . , R and i 6= j. Denote the tth entry of Ui by Ui(t) and assume
Ui(t) = aisin(2πωit + φi) + εi(t) for i = 1, . . . , T where εi(t) is non-Gaussian with E[εi(t)] = 0
and Cov[εi(t)εi(t′)] = 0 for t 6= t′ and Cov[εi(t), εj(t′)] = 0 for t, t′ = 1, . . . , T and i, j =
1, . . . , R except where i = j and t = t′. From the ICA model in Equation 1.4,A is the mixing
matrix and S is the matrix of IC realizations, in this case spatial.
Thus, we decompose the data matrix into separate temporal, mixing, and spatial components
respectively. Traditionally, U andA would only be modeled as a product; the two components
separately be not identifiable. This separation allows the weighting of the ICs’ realizations by
time and the between-component weighting to be separately identified, creating a more com-
plete reflection of connectivity then traditional ICA. Through U we explicitly model the dynamic
neural connectivity across time, temporally modeling the mixing of the ICs throughA. Between-
network connectivity is modeled throughA. Finally, through the ICs in S, within-network con-
nectivity is modeled, with these components reflecting latent neural activity networks without the
need for additional parametric modeling (such as a hemodynamic response function). Locations
with high levels of activity in a given IC reflect locations with neural activity which are associ-
ated, with the autocorrelation in a given IC reflected in its spectral density [Lee et al., 2011].
The fitting procedure is now detailed. From above,XT = STATUT . The supervised SVD
decomposition ofXT isXT = V ∗D∗U∗T . From Supervised SVD, U∗T contains the basis
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vectors spanning the temporal dimension of the data, denoted by UT . Thus, U∗T estimates the
“signal” portion of U , that is the U with the noise component removed, assuming the columns of
U are realizations of a harmonic process. Denote Y ∗ = (V ∗D∗)T . Fitting spatial colored ICA,
the estimated decomposition of Y ∗ is Ŷ ∗ = Â∗Ŝ∗. These Â∗ and Ŝ∗ serve as estimators ofA
and S respectively.
The use of supervised SVD to identify the temporal components in the observed data also
is used to remove components which have frequencies different from those specified a priori
(noise components for example). This step is a similar to bandpass filtering, in which components
present in the data with frequencies inside a specified range are retained with the rest removed.
However, since bandpass filtering is done on the entire observed dataset, due to the mixing from
S, frequencies observed in the data may differ from those present in the columns of U . This
would result in the removal of components which may be of interest. The use of supervised SVD
directly estimates the temporal components in U , avoiding this problem, which can be seen in the
simulation results in Section 1.4.
While frequencies can be used to identify distinct temporal components of interest, some task
designs may have tasks which cycle at similar frequencies but are differentiated by their phase.
Recall the periodic form defined in Section 1.3.3, defined as a sine wave with amplitude a, fre-
quency ω, and phase φ. When two components of the same frequency are of interest, supervised
SVD can struggle to identify the separate components by default (see Section 1.4). Instead, the
phase parameter can also be specified to inform the algorithm based on scientific background or
the task sequence. The supervised SVD method can then restructured to
min
v,B
||X − vuT ||2 s.t. u = Bψ
where B = (b1, . . . , bN) with bi = cos(φ)sin(2πωti) + sin(φ)cos(2πωti) for i = 1, . . . , N and
ψ = a, with ω and φ specified. For the estimation of this rank 1 model and modeling remaining
components, the same processed described in Section 1.3.3 can be used.
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1.4 Simulated Data Analysis
To assess the accuracy of the decomposition method proposed in Section 1.3.5, we applied
it to simulated spatio-temporal data. To illustrate functional connectivity which can be more
easily physiologically interpreted, we considered a task-based experimental design. Note that
due to the supervised nature of the proposed method, it is best suited to task-based designs then
resting state study designs in order to more easily identify a priori temporal components likely
to be present. This can be done with resting state designs as well based on previous studies and
scientific knowledge, but is generally less clear.
A simulated data matrix was generated with spatial and temporal dimensions to mimic stan-
dard imaging data (for example fMRI and EEG). The generated data reflected a blocked exper-
iment where subjects switch between two different stimuli with a stimulus-free rest block in
between. The two stimuli were designed to stimulate right and left pointer finger tapping respec-
tively. The stimuli were administered during separate blocks of time, each block with a 40 sample
duration. The rest blocks were also 40 samples long. The total duration of the experiment was
480 samples, with a rest block at the start followed by a right finger stimulus block. This resulted
in three right finger blocks, three left finger blocks, and six rest blocks.
Denote the T by V observed data byX . The temporal components of the data are contained
in the columns of U = [U1, . . . , UR] where R = 5. For i = 1, . . . , 5, Ui = [Ui(1), . . . , Ui(T )]T
where T = 480, representing the large temporal dimension generally present in imaging data.
The first and second components, U1 and U2, represented the time course specified by the task










1 121 ≤ t ≤ 160, 281 ≤ t ≤ 320, 441 ≤ t ≤ 480
0 else
for t = 1, . . . , T . While these were not necessarily harmonic processes they are periodic and
thus can be approximated using sinusoidal waves. Using a smoothed periodogram to estimate the
corresponding frequency resulted in a single peak at ω1 = ω2 = 0.0125.
The third and fourth components were considered to be a mixture of signal and noise, with
Ui(t) = aisin(2πωit+ φi) + εi(t) with ai = 0.5, φi = 0 for i = 3, 4 and ω = (ω3, ω4) = (0.4, 0.3).
The amplitude of 0.5 was chosen to reflect the task temporal component (with an peak of 1) dom-
inating the others. The noise component εi(t) was generated i.i.d from the Uniform[-0.1, 0.1]
distribution for all t = 1, . . . , 480. These components represented the temporal attributes of un-
derlying physiological processes such as breathing and heartbeat, which are generally not of inter-
est scientifically but contribute to the neurological activity observed in the data. Finally, the fifth
temporal component U5(t), was considered pure noise, generated i.i.d from the Uniform[-0.1,
0.1] distribution for all t = 1, . . . , 480. These temporal components from one of the simulations
are visualized in Figure 1.1, including (from top to bottom) a smoothed periodogram of the com-
ponent’s realizations, the signal portion of the component, and the component’s realizations, for
the first four components (as last is pure noise).
The spatial components form the independent components of the model and are contained
in the rows of S = [S1, . . . , SR]T where R = 5. For i = 1, . . . , 5, Si = [Si(1), . . . , Si(V )]
where V = 400, reflecting a two dimensional brain slice of 400 locations (20 by 20 pixil image)
from an fMRI scan, representing the large spatial dimension generally present in imaging data.
The first four spatial components were simulated noise-free, with elements set to 0 (inactive
region) or 1 (active region). The fifth spatial component was considered pure noise, with εS5 =
[εS5(1), . . . , εS5(400)]
T , where εS5(v) ∼ N(0, 0.1) i.i.d. for v = 1, . . . , 400.
The first and second components, S1 and S2, represented the latent spatial maps for neural
activity related to the right and left finger stimulus respectively. The third and fourth compo-
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(a) Right Hand (b) Left Hand
(c) Breathing (d) Heartbeat
Figure 1.1: Simulated temporal components for finger tapping experiment.
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nents, S3 and S4, represented the latent spatial maps for the two underlying physiological process
(breathing and heartbeat). Figure 1.2 visualizes the realized values for each of the first four spa-
tial components (fifth not shown), from one of the simulations.
Finally, 5 by 5 matrixA defines the mixing matrix for the components, which was set dif-
ferently depending on which stimulus was active (right finger or left finger). These were set to
model different components being activated depending on the stimulus present, creating two dif-
ferent matricesARS andALS, which alternated as the mixing matrix through the experiment’s
duration. The matrices were defined as
ARS =

1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0




0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

which resulted in the each hand’s component being activated only during that hand’s stimulus,
along with the each hand’s activation being associated with the two physiological processes.
Finally, the noise component was activated independently of the others. The changing between
these matrices during the experiment’s duration, combined with the temporal components in U ,
reflected the changing brain dynamics and dynamic connectivity in relation to the stimuli. The
observed dataX was then generated by
X =

UARSS 1 ≤ t ≤ 80, 161 ≤ t ≤ 240, 321 ≤ t ≤ 400
UALSS else
reflecting the switching between stimuli every 80 time points (40 for the rest block and 40 for the
stimulus being active). This time course can also be visualized to better illustrate the experimen-
tal design with respect to stimulus onset, as shown in Figure 1.3. Color indicates stimulus type
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(a) Right Hand (b) Left Hand
(c) Breathing (d) Heartbeat
Figure 1.2: Simulated spatial components for finger tapping experiment.
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(left or right hand), with “Inactive” denoting a period of rest and “active” denoting a stimulus
being present.
Figure 1.3: Time course of stimulus throughout stimulated experiment.
.
These mixing matrices and the previously detailed temporal components reflected dynamic
neural activity features tied to the stimuli during the experiment. Through the stimuli, the chang-
ing brain dynamics can be associated with specific behavior, facilitating interpretation of the
model. Connectivity is reflected in U ,A, and S, which each matrix containing a type of regional
dependence. Regions tied to specific physiological phenomena are modeled using S, denoting
spatial “networks” or “within-network” connectivity. Mixing matricesARS andALS modeled
associations between the regions tied to these phenomena or “between-region” connectivity.
These associations shifted between the two hand-related regions as the stimulus shifted. For ex-
ample, the third and fourth rows ofARS indicated that the task response was spatially associated
with breathing and heartbeat (and the same forALS).
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We evaluated the sSVD-cICA model based on its accuracy in estimating U ,ARS,ALS, and
S from observed dataX . The following methods were also used for estimation to compare to
the proposed method: 1) standard SVD followed by cICA, and 2) bandpass filtering, followed
by standard SVD, followed by cICA. When bandpass filtering, we first used a standard filter
with a rectangular window and a frequency range of (ωUmin , ωUmax), denoting the minimum and
maximum frequencies of the non-noise components in U . For the data described above, ωUmin =
0.0125 which denoted the task frequency and ωUmax = ω3 = 0.4. This filter was applied to each
spatial location’s time series data fromX (columns of data matrix).
Using the time stamps tied to the right and left hand stimuli (see Figure 1.3), the observed
data was split into two pieces. One dataset consisted of the time points tied to the right hand stim-
ulus schedule (blue line in figure) and the other dataset consisted of the time points tied to the
left hand stimulus schedule (red line in figure). Each set contained all of the spatial locations. In
order to estimateARS andALS, these two datasets were analyzed separately using the 3 con-
sidered methods described above. When using supervised SVD, the frequencies specified were
ω1, ω3 and ω4 to identify the task, heartbeat, and breathing components respectively. Correspond-
ingly, when using standard SVD, three right and left singular vectors were specified.
Figure 1.4 displays the estimation results when using the three described methods with the
simulated right-hand stimulus data. The plot consists of 12 cells in 4 rows and 3 columns. The
first 3 rows index the 3 non-noise components while the fourth row displays the estimated mixing
matrixARS. For each of the entries in the first 3 rows, the estimated spatial component matrix
is displayed on top along with the estimated temporal component’s time course and raw peri-
odogram in the bottom left and right respectively. The 3 columns indicate the method used to
obtain the estimates. The proposed method is denoted in the figure by column label sSVD-cICA,
the method using standard SVD with cICA is denoted by SVD-cICA and the use of bandpass
filtering first is denoted by BP-SVD-cICA. While not shown here, the singular values for all SVD
methods were uniformly high when specifying 3 components, indicating that sSVD and SVD
identified the three components as being strongly present in the data.
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However, only sSVD-cICA accurately estimated all three matrices. Spatially, all three meth-
ods were able to identify the separate components with a similar level of accuracy. Temporally,
the use of sSVD was able to accurately identify the harmonic components of interest as indicated
by the periodograms in the figure. However, other methods showed a higher degree of error in
their estimation. For the task-based temporal component, both methods were unable to isolate the
task-specific frequency component, instead returning a component with all three frequencies. For
the other two temporal components, the dominant frequency was identified, though with some
contamination from the other two frequencies (especially with the breathing-related component).
Finally, the non-diagonal elements were not identified by these other methods. This was likely
due to the contamination of the non-task related frequencies in the estimated task-based tem-
poral component, instead of this association being identified in the mixing matrices. Figure 1.5
displays the results with the simulated left-hand stimulus data, which were very similar to the
right-hand data results.
In data generated above, the noise components were all additive and constant across the time
course. However, outliers which appear as spikes with high observed magnitudes, are inevitable
in fMRI data due to complications such as problems with the MR scanners or abrupt subject
movements [Bai et al., 2008]. To reflect this in the simulated data described above, we add ran-
domly generated spikes to the temporal components in U . First, 5 percent of the entries in U
were choosen randomly. For these entries in the first 4 components of U , the previous values
were replaced by spikes generated from the Uniform[-7, -1] (first half of selected entries) or Uni-
form[1, 7] (second half of entries) distributions. For these entries in the last component, due to
difference in scale compared to the first 4, the previous values were replaced by spikes generated
from the Uniform[-6.5, -0.5] (first half of selected entries) or Uniform[0.5, 6.5] (second half of
entries) distributions. These cutoff points were chosen based on 1.5 times the interquartile range
(IQR) for the 1st 4 components and last component respectively, in order to follow the standard
definition for an outlier. This data was then analyzed in the same fashion as before, using the
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Figure 1.4: Estimation results from single right-hand stimulus time course simulated data.
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Figure 1.5: Estimation results from single left-hand stimulus time course simulated data.
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same three chosen methods, with the goal of accurately estimating U ,ARS,ALS, and S despite
the inclusion of the random spikes.
Figure 1.6 displays the estimation results when using the three described methods with the
simulated right-hand stimulus data with spikes. While not shown here, the singular values for all
SVD methods were again uniformly high when specifying 3 components, including that sSVD
and SVD identified three components as being strongly present in the data. However, only sSVD-
cICA accurately estimated all three matrices. Spatially, SVD-cICA and BP-SVD-ICA were able
to identify the three regions as being active, however they were not separately identified for each
component. Furthermore, one of the spatial components identified by these two methods was
uninterpretable, essemtially pure noise. Temporally, the use of sSVD was able to accurately
identify and then isolate the harmonic components of interest as indicated by the periodograms.
This was not the case with the other methods, with elevated values in the periodogram throughout
the frequency range despite only a single one being present in each temporal component. Finally,
the mixing matrix values corresponding to 1 were showed high magnitudes (in absolute value)
in the estimated matrix from sSVD-cICA. This was not the case with other two methods, as only
the diagonal entries accurately returned a high magnitude. The magnitude of the top left entry
(the task-related component) returned by sSVD-cICA had a lower magnitude compared to the
estimates from the other two methods.
Figure 1.7 displays the results with the simulated left-hand stimulus data with spikes. The
temporal and mixing matrix estimation results were very similar to those from the right-hand
data. The proposed method accurately estimates both matrices (recall ICA is permutation/order
invariant). The other two methods are unable to accurately identify the individual temporal com-
ponents, as seen when observing the jagged periodogram from the estimated components. The
exception was the task frequency as seen in the periodogram of the third returned component,
though the component also contains a number of other frequencies as well. Spatially all three
methods were able to accurately identify all three components, in contrast to the right-hand anal-
ysis where only the proposed method was able to do this. This was likely due to an unequal
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distribution of the spikes between the left and right hand time points due to the results being from
a single simulation. This distribution is especially important due to the sensitivity of traditional
SVD to outliers [Bai et al., 2008].
To assess the statistical properties of the methods, we repeated this simulation analysis 1000
times for both the cases where spikes were included and where they were not included. Using
the known time stamps, the left and right stimulus data were analyzed separately for each simu-
lated dataset. The results for the simulated data without spikes were very similar to the simulated
example above without spikes. Thus, for brevity, we focus on the simulated data with spikes, in
which the methods showed greater differences in their performance. Due to the scaling invari-
ance property of ICA, metrics need to be chosen which are on a standardized scale in order to
compare the results across the simulations. The ordering invariance property of ICA also needs
to be accounted for. For the temporal components, for each simulation and method used, abso-
lute correlations were computed between each estimated component’s and true component’s
periodogram. The estimated components were then paired with the true component based on the
component with which it had the maximum absolute correlation. This ordering process was also
done for the spatial components based on the realizations of the estimated and true components.
Finally, for the mixing matrix estimates, the rows and columns were sorted so that the indices
matched the re-ordered spatial components. To normalize the mixing matrix entries onto a scale




where aij indicates the mixing matrix entry at row i and column j. This puts the matrix entries
all on the same scale across the simulations, and compares the entries to their minimum value (0)
and maximum value (1).
These results are visualized in Figures 1.8-1.13 using boxplots of the absolute correlations
for the temporal and spatial components, and of the normalized values for the estimated mix-
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Figure 1.6: Estimation results from single right-hand stimulus time course simulated data with
spikes.
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Figure 1.7: Estimation results from single left-hand stimulus time course simulated data with
spikes.
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ing matrices. The plot consists of 15 cells in 5 rows and 3 columns. The columns denote the
estimated components and the rows indicate the true components. Boxplots of the absolute cor-
relation between the periodograms between these components are provided in the respective cell,
grouped by the method used to estimate the temporal component. Cells where the true and esti-
mated component labels match are colored in red for the temporal and spatial component results.
For the estimated mixing matrix results, entries equal to one in the true mixing matrix are colored
in red. Boxplots for the standardized mixing matrix values for each of the considered methods are
provided.
There were more noticeable differences in the examined methods when used in the data with
spikes compared to without spikes. As expected from Bai et al. [2008], traditional SVD methods
struggled to accurately identify the temporal components compared to the proposed method.
Across the 1000 simulations, the median correlations between the estimated and true components
were much lower for the traditional SVD methods compared to the proposed, and had noticeably
higher variance. This higher variance was also noticeable when comparing the spatial component
and mixing matrix estimation results between the methods.
Finally, modeling temporal components with different phases is now examined using the
proposed methods in a simulation study. The spatial components were the same as the previous
simulation studies. The temporal components were specified as Ui(t) = sin(2πωit+ φ1) + εi,t for
i = 1, . . . , 4 and t = 1, . . . , T with ω1 = 0.1, ω2 = 0.2, and ω3 = ω4 = 0.025. Term εi,t denotes
additive noise generated from the Uniform[-0.5,0.5] distribution. The phases were defined by
φ1 = φ2 = φ4 = 0 and φ3 = π/3. Note that certain phase combinations may not be identifiable,
specifically if the phase equals 2kπ for positive integer k. These temporal components are shown
in Figure 1.14. As was done before, a fifth component U5(t) was simulated as T = 480 inde-
pendent draws from the Uniform[-0.1,0.1] distribution as a pure noise component. The mixing
matrix was similar to the hand-stimulus data from before, though only a single matrix was used
unlike in that scenario, defined as
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Figure 1.8: Temporal component results from the left-hand stimulus simulated data with spikes,
across 1000 simulations.
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Figure 1.9: Spatial component results from the left-hand stimulus simulated data with spikes,
across 1000 simulations.
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Figure 1.10: Mixing matrix results from the left-hand stimulus simulated data with spikes, across
1000 simulations.
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Figure 1.11: Temporal component results from the right-hand stimulus simulated data with
spikes, across 1000 simulations.
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Figure 1.12: Spatial component results from from the right-hand stimulus simulated data with
spikes, across 1000 simulations.
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1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

These simulated data were analyzed using the proposed methods with the phases specified
using the chosen values above. The competing methods also used to analyze the simulated data
were the sSVD method without specifying the phases as well as traditional SVD followed by
ICA. Colored ICA was again used for all methods when ICA was conducted. Results from a sin-
gle simulation are shown in Figure 1.15. The results were very similar to the previous simulation
study results without spikes; all methods accurately estimated the spatial and temporal compo-
nents but only the proposed method accurately estimated the mixing matrix. When adding spikes
in the same fashion done before, we again see in Figure 1.16 that the proposed method which
also specifies the phases was able to accurately estimate the temporal and spatial components as
well as the mixing matrix, while the other methods were unable to accurately estimate the mixing
matrix or separate the temporal components.
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(a) First Component (b) Second Component
(c) Third and Fourth Component
Figure 1.14: Simulated temporal components for changing phase experiment.
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Figure 1.15: Estimation results from changing phase single simulated dataset without spikes.
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Figure 1.16: Estimation results from changing phase single simulated dataset with spikes.
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1.5 Real Data Analysis
The proposed method was used to analyze actual task-based fMRI data from the Midnight
Scanning Club (MSC) [Gordon et al., 2020]. The data consists of 3T MRI scans on 10 healthy
controls, with 12 sessions done for each of the 10 subjects. These sessions consisted of a variety
of study settings, including resting state and task-based. The task-based data was used in the anal-
ysis. The task sequence consisted of a block design, with each block denoting a certain stimulus
given to the subject for a duration of 15.4 seconds. Rest blocks were interspersed within the task
blocks, each of which also lasted 15.4 seconds. These stimuli consisted of a right hand, left hand,
left foot, right foot, and tongue stimulus. fMRI data from the first run of the first task session
from subject MSC01 was analyzed. The task sequence for this set of data are shown in Figure
1.17. More detail on the MSC data are provided in Gordon et al. [2017].
Figure 1.17: Time course of analyzed MSC task-based data.
.
The MSC data is included in a publicly available repository, with the task-based data in-
cluded in a raw, unprocessed form. The unprocessed task-based data from MSC01 of interest
was pre-processed using FSL software version 6.0.4 [Jenkinson et al., 2012]. The pre-processing
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steps consisted of 1) motion correction using MCFLIRT, 2) BET brain extraction, 3) spatial
smoothing using a Gaussian kernel function with a bandwidth of 5mm, and 4) default FSL high-
pass filtering. Then, the fMRI image was registered to the FSL default MNI152 T1 2mm standard
space. This was done for the complete fMRI spatio-temporal data for subject MSC01’s first run
of the first task sequence. To focus on a specific slice, ICA was done on this pre-processed data
using MELODIC ICA in FSL. As the bilateral motor activity of primary interest was found in
slice 15 in the Z-dimension, this slice from the pre-processed data was extracted to analyze with
the proposed method.
In order to create temporal blocks which are approximately harmonic processes, the stim-
uli of interest were hand (left or right hand), foot (left or right foot) and tongue. The frequency
and phase corresponding to these three blocks were estimated from the observed task sequences.
The phase was required as all three components had approximately the same frequencies. The
frequency for each component was chosen by finding the frequency which maximized the task
sequence’s raw periodogram. The phase was then estimated visually by matching the correspond-
ing sine wave with the observed task sequence. The corresponding sine waves used to model the
task sequences are shown in Figure 1.18.
Using the corresponding frequency and phase for each of the three sequences, the proposed
model was fit to the pre-processed data. For comparison, the traditional SVD method used in
the simulations (SVD then ICA on the temporal and the spatial SVD matrices) was also used.
The estimated temporal and spatial components, as well as the mixing matrix are shown for the
two methods are shown in Figures 1.19 and 1.20. The proposed method was able to identify the
bilateral activity of interest for two separate components. The mixing matrix identifies spatial
components 1 and 2 as having notable between-network connectivity based on the magnitude of
the entry in column 1/2 and row 2/1. The traditional SVD method was able also identify bilateral
activity, however it also provides less unique components, with components 1 and 3 being very
similar and the bilateral activity contained largely in component 2 only. Looking at the temporal
components, while components 1 and 2 appear to capture the low frequency task information,
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(a) Right Hand (b) Left Hand
(c) Tongue
Figure 1.18: Sine waves and observed task sequences for each of the three stimulus types
analyzed.
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component three’s interpretation is less clear, with a large amount of high frequency activity
which does not reflect any of the task sequences.
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(a) Spatial and Mixing
(b) Time
Figure 1.19: Estimated spatial components, mixing matrix, and temporal components from
proposed sSVD-cICA method.
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(a) Spatial and Mixing
(b) Time




Functional connectivity is a central topic of interest in neuroscience research. When com-
bined with a task-based study design, fMRI imaging can provide insight into which areas of
the brain respond to specific stimuli, providing an avenue to assess connectivity. However, con-
nectivity analyses are often limited, either due to the use of pairwise correlations or the use of
parametric modeling which may be misspecified. In this work, a flexible model for analyzing
function connectivity based on SVD and ICA was presented, where a priori information on the
temporal aspects of the data is known. This temporal information is known by design in task-
based studies, though it could also be estimated from the data in cases where it is not known (see
Bai et al. [2008]). The method’s utility was shown in a series of simulation studies which mimic
task-based fMRI studies when compared to traditional methods based on SVD and ICA. Then,
the method was used to analyze within and between network connectivity using single subject,
task-based fMRI data.
There are number of limitations with this method. The main one is the requirement of a
priori temporal information on the components of interest, and the use of a single-frequency har-
monic process to model the desired temporal components of interest. This is a realistic model
for a task-based design in which the stimuli change in blocks and is controlled by the researcher,
however it is limiting for more complicated designs (event-based for example) or resting state.
This single-frequency restriction could be relaxed using locally-stationary processes in which
the frequency changes between specified time intervals [Cohen, 2014]. Modeling the temporal
processes using wavelets is another possibility [Radunović, 2009]. Another limitation is that
the mixing matrix is fixed across time, with the temporal dynamics of the brain represented by
the temporal processes. Allowing this mixing matrix to change over time may better model the
dynamics of brain activity. Finally, forcing the mixing matrix to be of full rank in order for it to
be estimable is also limiting. Relaxing this restriction in some way may result in a more inter-
pretable model of the between-component connectivity.
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CHAPTER 2: ANALYZING CONNECTIVITY IN GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL DESIGNS
2.1 Introduction
Analyzing functional connectivity from neural imaging data is difficult, largely due to low
signal to noise ratio (SNR) common in imaging modalities [Rogers et al., 2007, Welvaert and
Rosseel, 2013]. Furthermore, connectivity is often dynamic over time and difficult to predict,
complicating the design of a realistic and flexible statistical model [Hutchison et al., 2013, Glomb
et al., 2017]. While task-based experimental designs can be used to help control this uncertainty
in neurological response, more dynamic task designs require models which can capture important
characteristics in the brain. Furthermore, study designs which use little to no task sequences,
referred to as resting state, limit the a priori information available to guide the statistical model
used in analysis [Biswal et al., 1995, Honey et al., 2009, Greicius et al., 2009, Fox and Greicius,
2010, Glomb et al., 2017].
In this paper, we develop a model for functional connectivity in general experimental designs
(task-based, resting stat, etc.) which is easily interpretable and focuses on removing the temporal
and spatial noise from the returned signals. This is done using a combination of a wavelet-based
regularized singular value decomposition (SVD) and colored independent component analysis
(ICA). The use of regularized SVD extracts the temporal and spatial signals in the data while
smoothing them to reduce the noise in the estimation, while ICA is uses to de-mix the compo-
nents present in the SVD-returned signals. Section 2.2 provides a literature review on connectiv-
ity and pre-processing methods used in general experimental designs, Section 2.3 describes the
proposed model for connectivity, Section 2.4 provides results from simulation studies evaluat-
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ing the proposed method, Section 2.5 provides results from an analysis of resting state data, and
Section 2.6 concludes with limitations and discussion.
2.2 Literature Review
Imaging and analyzing brain activity while “at rest” is an important field of research in neu-
roscience. Studies designed around this goal are often referred to resting state studies, and aim to
understand the “baseline” or “default” neural activity patterns and structure when the brain is not
stimulated by a task. These studies have found evidence of spontaneous fluctuations and activity,
broadening the understanding of brain function, with specific areas most active during this rest-
ing state [Lee et al., 2013b]. Examples include significant differences between adolescents with
Autism Spectrum Disorder and controls in resting state brain activity [Paakki et al., 2010], as well
as networks in the brain which are active in infants during sleep [Fransson et al., 2009]. Thus, the
development of statistical methodology which are extract these signals of interest from the brain
in resting state is of critical importance in neuroscience research.
Due to the lack of a task or stimulus to facilitate the interpretation of the observed brain activ-
ity, interpreting results from analyzing resting state data can be challenging. While tying specific
regions to physiological responses can be done with task-based designs based on a chosen stimu-
lus, resting state studies lack these external validators. As a result, resting state design can suffer
from a large amount of noise and low SNR. This lack of an external stimulus can also make it dif-
ficult to determine if observed fluctuations in activity are measures of signal or simply spurious
[Griffanti et al., 2016]. This is especially challenging since resting state activity is generally char-
acterized by low frequency fluctuations in the fMRI BOLD signal, which is difficult to identify if
buried by high-frequency noise and artifacts [Cole et al., 2010, Lee et al., 2013b, Murphy et al.,
2013].
These complications are all present when analyzing functional connectivity in resting state
imaging data. Functional connectivity refers to the temporal correlations between neurophys-
iological events [Friston, 1994], resulting in networks between spatial locations in the brain.
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Connectivity analyses are common with resting state data, and have uncovered various spatially-
localized brain networks such as the default mode network [Roy et al., 2009, Sheline and Raichle,
2013, Yan et al., 2018]. Along with broadening our understanding of the how the brain regulates
baseline physiological phenomena, these networks have improved the prediction of various neuro-
logical conditions [Meszlényi et al., 2017a, Sripada et al., 2019, Kazeminejad and Sotero, 2019].
Thus, developing data-driven pre-processing and analytic methods for connectivity in resting
state studies is critical to better extract these networks of interest from observed images.
Pre-processing methods for resting state connectivity data largely focus on removing arti-
facts, general de-noising to make signals more visible, and data decomposition models to facil-
itate interpretable representations of it’s inherently high-dimensional nature. Algorithms have
been developed to recognize specific types of artifacts commonly present in neural images, such
as head motion, and then remove these. Such methods have been shown to substantially improve
the analysis of resting state connectivity data [Satterthwaite et al., 2013, Muschelli et al., 2014,
Patel et al., 2014]. Many methods to deal with the large amount of general noise present in rest-
ing state image data have also been developed, each with their own advantages and limitations
[Parkes et al., 2018]. Finally, data decomposition-based methods such as SVD and ICA have
shown great promise in creating more interpretable represents of the data, removing artifacts
and noise-related components, and reducing the dimension of the image data to a more analyt-
ically manageable size [Worsley et al., 2005, Griffanti et al., 2014, Aoki et al., 2015, Parkes
et al., 2018]. ICA-based methods are often used in connectivity analyses, due to their ability to
de-compose the observed data in a set of temporal or spatial components with a corresponding
mixing matrix. This mixing matrix models the noisy combination of these components which, in
theory, characterize the observed data. Such components have been shown to match with hypoth-
esized “networks” of brain activity, making ICA a plausible model for analyzing connectivity in
resting state data [Cole et al., 2010, Allen et al., 2012, Aoki et al., 2015, Rashid et al., 2016, Du
et al., 2017].
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While data decomposition can be used to remove artifacts and identify components of inter-
est from the high dimension image, the returned components may still be quite noisy, potentially
making interpretation difficult. This is especially with the case with the standard SVD, which has
led to a variety of extensions of the method which enforce smoothness and/or sparsity on the re-
turned components in a data-driven manner [Lee et al., 2010, Hong and Lian, 2013, Zhang et al.,
2013]. Given the lack of external stimuli in resting state studies and the lack of a priori informa-
tion, this data-driven structure is very useful with resting state connectivity analyses. As SVD is
generally a pre-processing step done with imaging data due to it’s high dimension, representing
the data with components which are as close as possible to the underlying signals of interest is
important for the rest of the analysis pipeline to produce reliable and useful results [Murphy et al.,
2013]. Thus, while these extensions have not been applied regularly to resting state imaging data,
given their improvement in de-noising the returned components, they may prove fruitful when
combined with other methods such as ICA.
When ICA is used to analyze connectivity, due to the independence assumed between the
returned components or networks, between-component connectivity is often estimated based
on the mixing matrix. For spatial ICA as an example, the returned mixing matrix is composed
of time series for each component. Using these time series, correlations are often computed be-
tween them as a measure of between-measure connectivity [Joel et al., 2011]. However, this only
models connectivity on the temporal level, with spatial connectivity between the components
not being modeled directory in the matrix decomposition. Correlation-based measures in general
are often used to measure resting state connectivity, including the use of regression modeling
[Erdoğan et al., 2016, Murphy and Fox, 2017]. However, this has a number of significant limita-
tions when used in resting state image data. First, region-based correlation or regression analyses
generally require a priori specification of locations of the brain to compare (regions of interest
or ROIs) [Sohn et al., 2015]. Furthermore, if the number of regions is large (voxel-specific for
example), multiple comparison correction becomes more important, which can significantly re-
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duce power. There is also evidence to suggest that correlation-based measures are not sufficient
to represent functional connectivity [Mohanty et al., 2020].
Other methods have also been developed to analyze connectivity in resting state data, though
they are largely highly parametric, in contrast to ICA which is data-driven and uses a more re-
laxed set of assumptions [Friston et al., 2014, Warnick et al., 2018]. Data-driven methods which
do not use an matrix decomposition approach have also been developed, specifically when try-
ing to identify temporally dynamic properties of connectivity, using dynamic time warping, the
wavelet transform, and coherence [Sun et al., 2004, Ghuman et al., 2011, Eryilmaz et al., 2011,
Meszlényi et al., 2017b].
Reproducing results from previous fMRI resting state connectivity studies has sometimes
proven difficult [Chou et al., 2012, Choe et al., 2015, Griffanti et al., 2016]. This could be due to
a number of factors, include the use of different pre-processing pipelines, large amount of noise
inherent to resting state data, or sub-standard analytic methods which generate results with large
amounts of variance. Thus, the continued development of integrated pre-processing and analysis
pipelines and reliable analytic methods is still needed to improve upon this reproducibility of
resting state connectivity findings.
2.3 Proposed Methods
2.3.1 Discrete Wavelet Transform
Let S(n) denote a discrete-time stochastic process where n = 0, . . . , N − 1. The Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) is used to identify frequency components which characterize the ob-
served process. However, the DFT has some notable shortcomings. The first is that the represen-
tation is in terms of sinusoidal waves. This representation is limited and may not be an accurate
or useful representation for the signal of interest. Further, due to the constant frequency for each
component in the representation over the time course (n = 0, . . . , N − 1), the DFT cannot ac-
curately represent signals which change their characteristics over time. Estimating the changing
frequency components over time is sometimes referred to as time-frequency analysis. One ex-
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tension of the DFT which is sometimes used for this is the short-time DFT. This process is done
by first partitioning the time course into intervals where the signal’s properties are assumed to
be constant, but between which are assumed to possibly change. The DFT is then run separately
within each interval using only the signal values inside the interval’s time points. However, this
partition must be chosen in some fashion and represents discrete changes in the frequency com-
ponents where this change might be more continuous. Furthermore, the representation is still
limited within each interval to a sum of sinusoidal waves.
An alternative to the DFT for time-frequency analysis is the discrete wavelet transform
(DWT). A brief summary of the method is detailed here; further details can be found in Radunović
[2009]. First, note that the DFT can be represented in matrix form as φ(ω, S) = WS where




)j,k=0,...,N−1 where ω = exp(−2πi/N).
The DWT can also be represented by the transformationWS, thoughW will take a different
form to allow a more general representation. A DWT is defined by the function used to convolve
with the signal S(n) and the corresponding transformation matrixW . For the DFT, there was
only a single choice of function, exp(−irkn), which from before is a complex sinusoidal wave.
To motivate the DWT, we first discuss the continuous-time WT (CWT). In general, a wavelet








, a > 0
where ψ(x) is a referred to as the mother wavelet. The scaling (by a) and translation (by b) of the
mother wavelet defines the function. There are various forms of ψ(x) that have been developed,
all with the characteristics of
∫∞
−∞ |ψ(x)|dx < ∞,
∫∞




1, along with a compact support. The parameters a and b determine the ability of the wavelet
to identify areas of the signal with sharp, brief peaks (requiring a high temporal resolution to
identify due to the frequent changes) as well as areas smooth across time (can be identified with
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a lower resolution). This often referred to as multi-resolution analysis. Examples of frequently-
used mother wavelets are shown in Figure 2.1 [Lin et al., 2013].
Figure 2.1: Examples of frequently-used mother wavelets in multi-resolution analysis.
.
To transform signal S(t) to the frequency domain, it is convolved with the wavelet function,
resulting in the CWT










where < x, y > denotes the inner product and x denotes the complex conjugate.
When used with observed data, since only a discrete set of time points are observed, the
DWT is used. With the DWT, a discrete set of scaling and translation parameter values are cho-









, a0 > 0
with a0 = 2 and b0 = 1 commonly used. Parameter a0 controls the division of the frequency axis
(scaling) and b0 controls the division of the time axis (shifting). This results in
ψj,k(x) = 2
−j/2ψ(2−jx− k), where ψj,k(x) 6= 0 for x ∈ [2jk, 2j(k + 1)] (2.1)
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creating a time-frequency analysis. The DWT is then defined by





with various algorithms designed to compute the integral for a discrete signal. For example, the
fast wavelet transform (FWT) can be represented by a linear transformation through the matrix
W multiplied by observed signal S(t) as a vector. MatrixW depends on the chosen mother
wavelet.
Along with multi-resolution analysis, the DWT can also be used as a representation of the
time series in the frequency domain, instead of the usual time domain. The result of the DWT,
when applied as a linear transformation, is a vector of length N , denoted here by b = WS, where
W is the chosen DWT matrix based on the chosen wavelet function. The inverse transform is
denoted by S = W−1b, as the DWT matrix is invertible. Smooth processes can be represented by
a sparse DWT (i.e. many of entries in b equal to 0, see Figure 2.2). Thus, DWT can also be used
to more easily smooth a noisy process, by making the DWT sparse instead of working with the
process in the time domain.
2.3.2 Wavelet-Based Regularized Singular Value Decomposition
When applied to noisy data, the components returned by traditional SVD are often very noisy
as well, even if the signal in the data is smooth [Bai et al., 2008, Hong and Lian, 2013, Zhang
et al., 2013]. Supervised SVD methods are one way to extract smooth components which may
be more representative of the underlying signals of interest [Bai et al., 2008, Li et al., 2016].
These methods could be easily extended or applied to a model in which the frequency is allowed
to change at set time points, allowing more dynamic temporal signals to be extracted. While
this may be appropriate for simple task-based experiments or physiological processes, more
complicated experiments and neural activity may not correspond to such a model. Futhermore,
the supervised nature of these methods requires that the frequencies within the components of
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Figure 2.2: Example of DWT for a smooth process and process with additive noise.
.
interest be known a priori. These may not be known for neural activity of interest, especially for
resting state data. There is concern with the interpretability of results from resting state data due
to the lack of an external stimulus to help separate physiologically-based neural activity from
noise [Buckner et al., 2013]. However, given the prevalence of these types of studies with fMRI
data as well as the constrained model used with the described SVD procedure, a more data-driven
alternative would be useful.
Hong and Lian [2013] developed an extension to SVD for use with noisy spatio-temporal
data which identifies components in a data-driven way. For observed dataX , SVD factorizes the






For a single component, the SVD estimation procedure is defined by the solution to equation
min
v,u
||X − vuT ||2.
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Regularized SVD is an extension to this formulation, in which penalty terms are used to force




Q1(v, u;X) = ||X − vuT ||2 + λ1vT Ω̃v||u||2 + λ2||v||2uT Ω̃u+ λ1λ2vT Ω̃vuT Ω̃u
where λ1 and λ2 are regularization parameters and Ω̃ is a penalty matrix which all encourage
smoothness of u and v. These parameters are manually chosen, for example Ω̃ such that vT Ω̃v =∑M−1
i=2 (vi+1 + vi−1 − 2ui)2 (and similar for uT Ω̃u). While this may be appropriate for temporal
components, spatial components may be more sparse then smooth, with specific areas being
“inactive”.
A second extension to the standard SVD formulation is sparse SVD, where the optimization
problem instead becomes min
s,||v||=1,||u||=1
Q2(d, v, u;X) where







where λ1 and λ2 are penalty terms which enforce sparsity on v and u respectively. This sparsity
is used to create a component with entries of small magnitude being forced to zero. While this
may be appropriate for spatial components where certain areas may be inactive, sparse temporal
components are likely not appropriate for temporal components. This is because temporal compo-
nents, especially in relation to brain activity, are generally smooth and have rhythmic aspects to
their behavior Bai et al. [2008].
Building from these extensions, Hong and Lian [2013] developed penalized SVD (PSVD), in
which the optimization problem becomes min
v,u
Q3(v, u;X) where




i=1 |vi| and P2(u) = u12 +
∑N−1
j=2 (uj+1− 2uj + uj−1)2 + uN 2. In all formulations
λ1 > 0 and λ2 > 0. The authors proposed the following optimizers to extract v and u
v = arg min
v
||X − vuT ||2 + λ1P1(v)
u = arg min
u
||X − vuT ||2 + λ2P2(u)
For penalized SVD, a wavelet function is used as a basis for u. That is, let b = Wu be a
discrete wavelet transform of u whereW is the discrete orthogonal wavelet transform matrix
corresponding to a chosen wavelet basis of L2([0, 1]). Then by orthogonality, u is represented by
the inverse wavelet transform, u = W T b. This results in the objective function
Q3 = ||X − v(W T b)T ||2 + λ1P1(v) + λ2P2(b) (2.3)
with the corresponding optimizer where P1(v) =
∑
i |vi| and P2(b) =
∑
j |bj|. This results in the
components given by the solution to
(v, b) = arg min
v,b







where u can be easily solved for using the specified inverse wavelet transform.
The use of the l1 penalty is used to enforce sparsity on the wavelet representation of the
component, also resulting in the smoothing of the wavelet by shrinking a subset of the wavelet
coefficients to 0. That is, smoothing of the component is done in the wavelet domain (that is, after
transformation) instead of the original (in this case, temporal) domain. As a result, sparsity is
enforced on v while smoothness (and not sparsity) is enforced on u due to working in the wavelet
domain. This allows for the temporal components of the data to be estimated in a flexible and




LetX denote the T by V matrix of voxel-specific time-series of fMRI BOLD signals. In
this section, we assumeX represents fMRI data, however any spatio-temporal data matrix for
which connectivity is of interest may be substituted (for example, EEG data). AssumeX can be
represented by
X = UAS
where U = [U1, . . . , UR] is a T by R matrix with columns composed of temporal realizations,A
is a R by R matrix and S = [S1, . . . , SR]T is a matrix with rows composed of spatial realizations
with Si ⊥ Sj for i, j = 1, . . . , R and i 6= j. From the usual spatial ICA model,A is the mixing
matrix and S is the matrix of IC realizations, in this case spatial.
SinceA is embedded between both the temporal components in U and spatial components
in S, traditional two-matrix decomposition tools such as ICA, SVD, and PCA will extract tempo-
ral and components contaminated byA. This makesA difficult to separate with these methods.
Thus, the model estimation procedure is iterative, combining the use of SVD and ICA to estimate
all three matrix components.
The temporal components are separated first. To reflect noise in the observe dataX , we as-
sume U contains temporal components which are a combination of a smooth signal and additive
noise. That is, for i = 1, . . . , R, Ui = Ũi + εi where εi is a mean-zero, non-Gaussian process and
Ũi is a fixed and smooth function of time. ForA, we assume it is of full-rank so that the model
is identifiable. Finally, we assume S has a sparse structure of an arbitrary degree (i.e., at least 1
entry is zero).
Following these assumptions, we first separate the temporal component matrix U , with the
goal of accurately estimating signal Ũ = [Ũ1, . . . , Ũr]. The first step is to identify smoothed




which provides a noisy initial spatio-temporal decomposition of the data. Matrix U0D0 contains
the noisy and mixed temporal components in the data. To smooth these, the wavelet-based penal-
ized SVD in Section 2.3.2 is used, with λ1 = 1 and λ2 chosen using BIC with a grid search, as
used by Hong and Lian [2013]. The result is denoted by
U0D0 = Ũ0Ṽ0
with BIC defined by
BIC =
||U0D0 − Ũ0Ṽ0||2





as used by Lee et al. [2010] for their sparse SVD method. Finally, ICA is used to de-mix the
temporal components present in Ũ0, followed by penalized SVD to additionally smooth the ICA-
returned separate temporal components
Ũ0 = AÛÛ estimate returned by ICA
Û = ˆ̃UVÛ smoothed estimate returned by PSVD.
with VÛ discarded and
ˆ̃U as the estimate of the temporal component signals in Ũ .
To estimate the mixing matrix and spatial components. Penalized SVD is used, with the
temporal matrix fixed at the pre-smoothed estimate Û , λ2 = 1 and λ1 selected using BIC with the
above definition with V instead of R (using d̂f(λ1)).
X = Û V̂
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The fixing of the temporal matrix is required in order forA to be estimable (as ICA has now
separated out the mixed temporal components). This results in the extraction of the mixed, sparse
spatial components in the data, contained in V̂ . Finally, these spatial components are de-mixed
using ICA, resulting in
V̂ = ÂŜ.
Û , ˆ̃U , Â, and Ŝ serve as estimates of U , Ũ ,A, and S respectively. These steps are summarized
in Figure 2.3. The top row describes the process to extract smooth temporal processes; bottom
describes the process to extract spatial processes and mixing matrix
Figure 2.3: Proposed method for connectivity analysis with neural imaging data.
.
2.4 Simulated Data Analysis
To assess the accuracy of the decomposition method proposed in Section 2.3.3, we applied
it to simulated spatio-temporal data. We attempt to mimic general experimental design, allowing
some temporal component to change their characteristics over the time course. Denote the T by
V observed data byX . The temporal components of the data are contained in the columns of
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U = [U1, . . . , UR] where R = 5. For i = 1, . . . , 5, Ui = [Ui(1), . . . , Ui(T )]T where T = 256,
representing the large temporal dimension generally present in imaging data. A length of 256
was also chosen as it is a power of 2, which is required for the DWT (otherwise, would need to
zeropad the data or some other transformation).
The first and second components, U1 and U2, were generated as harmonic processes with a
single frequency over the entire time course as the signal. Additive noise was included, generated
from a Uniform[−δ, δ] for δ > 0, with
U1(t) = sin(2π ∗ 0.3t) + ε1(t)
and
U2(t) = sin(2π ∗ 0.4t) + ε2(t)
for t = 1, . . . , 256 with εi denoting the additive noise for i = 1, 2. For the third and fourth
components, U3 and U4, harmonics with changing frequencies over time were used to represent
the dynamic nature of neural activity in resting state or other general imaging study designs.
There were defined as
U3(t) =

sin(2π ∗ 0.01t) + ε3(t) 1 ≤ t ≤ 128




sin(2π ∗ 0.05t) + ε4(t) 1 ≤ t ≤ 128
sin(2π ∗ 0.2t) + ε4(t) t > 128
for t = 1, . . . , 256 with εi denoting the additive noise for i = 3, 4. The fifth temporal component,
U5, was pure noise, generated as T independent values from Uniform[−1, 1]. The high range for
this noise component was chosen to reflect the potentially high amount of noise often present
in imaging datasets. The temporal processes from a single simulation with δ = 0.5 are shown
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in Figure 2.4. For each of the first four components, the following are provided (from top to
bottom): smoothed periodogram, signal component, component realizations (signal plus noise).
The signal temporal components of interest, denoted by Ũ = [Ũ1, . . . , Ũ4] are
Ũ1(t) = sin(2π ∗ 0.3t)
Ũ2(t) = sin(2π ∗ 0.4t)
Ũ3(t) =

sin(2π ∗ 0.01t) 1 ≤ t ≤ 128




sin(2π ∗ 0.05t) 1 ≤ t ≤ 128
sin(2π ∗ 0.2t) t > 128
The first four spatial components (S1, . . . , S4) were sparse processes representing localized
activation of various parts of the brain. Figure 2.5 visualizes the realized values for each of these
four spatial components, from one of the simulations. No noise was added to these processes.
The fifth spatial component, S5, was pure noise, generated as V independent values from Nor-
mal[0, 0.1].
To represent between-component spatial connectivity, 5 by 5 mixing matrixA was generated
with entries equal to 0 (component deactivated) or 1 (component activated). Values for the entries
were selected to represent components 1 and 2 acting on their own, with components 3 and 4
connected to components 1 and 2 respectively. The last row of the matrix indicates that the noise
component is not connected with either of the first 4.
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(a) Component 1 (b) Component 2
(c) Component 3 (d) Component 4
Figure 2.4: Temporal components from single simulation with δ = 0.5.
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(a) Component 1 (b) Component 2
(c) Component 3 (d) Component 4




1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

These simulated U ,A, S thus represented brain connectivity in separate ways, all of which
were of interest to identify in the data. Matrix U represented the temporal activity within each
component. This could also be used to model dynamic between-component connectivity, where
the temporal patterns in two or more patterns change together. This idea can be seen in simulated
components 3 and 4, where both change frequency at the same time midway through the exper-
iment. With resting state or other uncontrolled experiments, it may be difficult to determine if
this change is spurious or representing connectivity. Matrix S represented spatial activation in
the brain within each component, which also represented within-component spatial connectivity.
Thus, the components can be interpreted as “spatial networks”, which each network’s composi-
tion determined by the active regions in the respective row in S [Joel et al., 2011]. Finally, matrix
A represented the mixing of each of the 5 components, resulting in the observed data. Thus,
this mixing can be interpreted as a form of between-component connectivity with 1 indicating
a connection between the respective components and 0 indicating no connection. This can also
be interpreted as a thresholded correlation measure between the components (note thatA is not
symmetric as is the case with correlation matrices as it must be full rank to be estimable).
To analyze the simulated data, two methods were used. The first method was the process
described in Section 2.3.3. As a comparison between the proposed method, the second method
attempts to extract Ũ ,A, and S using standard SVD and ICA. First, SVD is done on the ob-
served dataX for dimension reduction and to extract the temporal and spatial information in
the data. This step is again denoted byX = U0D0V T0 . Then, to de-mix the temporal and spa-
tial components, ICA is run on U0 andD0V T0 , resulting in U0 = AU0
ˆ̃U andD0V T0 = ÂŜ.
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Matrices ˆ̃U , Â, and Ŝ serve as estimates of Ũ ,A, and S respectively. In both methods, for the
steps where ICA is mentioned, colored ICA was applied to the data due to it’s incorporation of
the temporal and spatial within-component correlation present in the simulated data (see Lee et al.
[2011] and Zanini et al. [2016] for details).
First, results from both methods from the simulation referenced in Figures 2.4 and 2.5 for
both methods are visualized and discussed. These results are visualized in Figure 2.6, with the
matrix compositions from the proposed method in the left column and those from the other
method using standard SVD in the right column. Each method’s results are in their respective
column, with the first four rows of the each column showing the matrix decompositions for the
first four components. Each of these four cells contains (from top to bottom) the estimated spatial
component, the true temporal component on the left and the estimated temporal component on
the right. The fifth row shows the estimated mixing matrix from the designated method.
We see that at this level of additive noise (δ = 0.5), the estimation results for component 3
with the proposed method (denoted PSVD-cICA) were noticeably smoother and more reflective
of the true signal in the component. This was particularly evident during the period with low
frequency activity (see row 3). This improved smoothness was also seen in the low frequency
activity in component 4 (though to a less degree, likely because this frequency is higher).
The other major difference was in the estimated mixing matrix, seen in the bottom row of
both columns. The PSVD-cICA method correctly identified the mixing matrix, with red values
indicating large values (absolute values) for the corresponding entries. Using standard SVD with
ICA (denoted SVD-cICA) was unable to identify the mixing matrix accurately. This is because
the SVD decomposition using PSVD-cICA was done by fixing the temporal components after
de-mixing and smoothing them, which allows the mixing matrix to be estimable, unlike the SVD-
cICA method. Both methods extracted similar spatial component matrices, likely due to the
lack of noise added to these components during the simulation. These differences between the
methods were also shown when increasing the additive noise level by setting δ = 1, as shown in
simulation results in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.6: Results using proposed and standard SVD-based methods on single simulated dataset
with δ = 0.5.
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Figure 2.7: Results using proposed and standard SVD-based methods on single simulated dataset
with δ = 1.
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Second, we considered adding additive spatial noise to the simulations visualized above, to
evaluate the proposed method’s ability to return sparse spatial components. For each of the first
four components (as the fifth is already pure noise), we added noise by generating V independent
values from the Uniform[-0.25, 0.25] distribution (as the signal spatial component entries are all
0 or 1). This process was done for both of the δ = 0.5 and δ = 1 simulations above. PSVD-cICA
and SVD-cICA were again used to analyze the simulated datasets and extract the temporal and
spatial signal components, as well as the mixing matrix.
The results with δ = 0.5 are shown in Figure 2.8. Examining the extracted spatial compo-
nents, the proposed method PSVD-cICA significantly removed the additive noise, with each in-
dividual simulated signal accurately identified. The temporal component smoothing present with
the simulation without additive spatial noise was still present, as was the accurately extracted
mixing matrix. However, the use of standard SVD in the SVD-cICA method resulted in spatial
components which were very noisy and failed to separate two of the independent signals from
one another (see rows 1 and 4). Furthermore, the mixing matrix estimate was again inaccurate
and the low frequency parts of the returned temporal components were more noisy then those
from PSVD-cICA (row 4). These differences in the methods were also seen in Figure 2.9 when
δ = 1 and additive spatial noise is added.
Finally, the proposed method was empirically evaluated using the same two scenarios with
1000 simulated datasets for each scenario. That is, the mean spatial component structures, mix-
ing matrices, and noise distributions were the same across a set of 1000 simulations, with the
generated temporal and (for the additive spatial noise scenario) spatial noise varying. For each
dataset, the same two methods used in the single simulation examples above were used, with the
SVD-cICA method again serving as a comparison. Due to the scaling invariance property of ICA,
metrics needed to be chosen which are on a standardized scale in order to compare the results
across the simulations. The ordering invariance property of ICA also needed to be accounted
for. For the temporal components, for each simulation and method used, absolute correlations
were computed between each estimated component’s and true component’s periodogram. The
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Figure 2.8: Results using proposed and standard SVD-based methods on single simulated dataset
with δ = 0.5 and additive spatial noise.
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Figure 2.9: Results using proposed and standard SVD-based methods on single simulated dataset
with δ = 1 and additive spatial noise.
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estimated components were then paired with the true component based on the component with
which it had the maximum absolute correlation. This ordering process was also done for the
spatial components based on the realizations of the estimated and true components. Finally, for
the mixing matrix estimates, the rows and columns were sorted so that the indices matched the
re-ordered spatial components. To normalize the mixing matrix entries onto a scale between 0




where aij indicates the mixing matrix entry at row i and column j. This puts the matrix entries
all on the same scale across the simulations, and compares the entries to their minimum value (0)
and maximum value (1).
These results are visualized in Figures 2.10-2.15 using boxplots of the absolute correlations
for the temporal and spatial components, and of the normalized values for the estimated mixing
matrices. Panels where the true and estimated component labels match are colored in red for
the temporal and spatial component results. For the estimated mixing matrix results, entries
equal to one in the true mixing matrix are colored in red. There were more noticeable differences
between the two methods which reflect what was seen in the single simulation results shown
above. Most notably, with zero spatial noise, both methods accurately estimated the spatial and
temporal components to a similar degree. However, only the proposed PSVD-cICA method was
able to consistently identify the non-zero entries of the mixing matrix. With non-zero spatial
noise, the proposed method was still able to consistently identify the non-zero entries of the
mixing matrix, as well as the spatial and temporal components. However, the comparison SVD-
cICA method was not able to estimate the spatial matrix as accurately, with estimated spatial
components having notably high correlations between disparate simulated components.
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Figure 2.10: Estimation results of the temporal components from the simulated data without
additive spatial noise, across 1000 simulations..
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Figure 2.11: Estimation results of the spatial components from the simulated data without
additive spatial noise, across 1000 simulations.
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Figure 2.12: Estimation results of the mixing matrices from the simulated data without additive
spatial noise, across 1000 simulations.
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Figure 2.13: Estimation results of the temporal components from the simulated data with
additive spatial noise, across 1000 simulations.
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Figure 2.14: Estimation results of the spatial components from the simulated data with additive
spatial noise, across 1000 simulations.
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Figure 2.15: Estimation results of the mixing matrices from the simulated data with additive
spatial noise, across 1000 simulations.
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2.5 Real Data Analysis
The proposed methods were then examined in actual resting state fMRI data from the ABIDE
II dataset [Di Martino et al., 2017]. ABIDE is a multi-site study, in which 1114 individuals be-
tween 5 and 64 years of age underwent fMRI resting state imaging. The sample consists of 593
controls and 521 individuals diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). To illustrate the
proposed method, an individual without ASD was selected from the data based on the quality
control check report and temporal resolution at the site (subject ID 0050329 from the University
of Miami). The minimally pre-processed data for this participant was then selected, with addi-
tional pre-processing steps carried out manually in FSL Version 6.0.4 [Jenkinson et al., 2012].
These steps were 1) motion correction using MCFLIRT, 2) BET brain extraction, and 3) spa-
tial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel function with a bandwidth of 5mm as the minimally
pre-processed data had already been registered to a standard space [Craddock et al., 2013]. The
data was then analyzed using ICA with MELODIC from FSL to select a slice of interest in the
Z-dimension to analyze using the proposed methods.
For the Miami site, the fMRI data was scanned using a 3T scanner over a 10 minute session
during which the participant was in a resting-state. The data for the chosen ID consisted of 296
time points, which creates a complication with the proposed method as the DWT requires that the
time length of the data be of a power of 2 (2k for positive integer k). Thus, the data must be first
zeropadded (zeroes added to the end of the signal to extend it to the desired length). However,
zeropadding may impact the spatial components that are returned by SVD and ICA. Thus, the
proposed method was slightly altered to accommodate the padding carefully. First, penalized
SVD SVD and temporal ICA procedure used to separate the temporal components was done
on the zeropadded data, with ICA being run after removing the padding from the returned tem-
poral SVD components. Then, the rank 1 spatial penalized SVD process was altered using the
following:
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v = arg min
v




with temporal component u fixed using the components from the temporal ICA procedure
with the zeropadding removed. Spatial ICA was then used on the returned spatial SVD compo-
nents per usual. Due to the large spatial dimension of the data, the nonparametric cICA method
used in the simulations was not feasible. Instead, the cICA implementation described in Lee et al.
[2011] was used, which models the independent components in the spectral domain, which was
seen to provide similar results in the above simulation studies and is computationally fast. Finally,
the temporal ICA components were smoothed per usual after zeropadding each to have a length
equal to a power of 2. This avoids the use of zeropadded components and data unless needed to
estimate the temporal components using PSVD. This method is compared to the traditional SVD
procedure used in the simulation studies. Five components were chosen based on the singular
value distribution from running SVD on the observed data, as seen in Figure 2.16.
Figures 2.17 - 2.20 show the decompositions of the data using the proposed and traditional
approaches. The spatial components and mixing matrix are combined into a single plot, with
each cell showing a different component and the mixing matrix in the last cell. The temporal
components are shown in separate rows (5), with each row providing the component realizations
on the left and raw periodogram on the right.
The spatial maps were similar in both. Importantly, both methods were able to identify com-
ponents default mode network (first component in the proposed method, first and second com-
ponents in the other method) which is commonly present in resting state data. The most notice-
able differences were seen when comparing the returned temporal components. The traditional
method showed noticeably higher noise in it’s low frequency components, evident in both the
time course for the component as well as the raw periodogram. This was especially evident for
component 4 and 5 from the traditional method, which have a large amount of power across the
spectrum. This was less evident in the proposed method, with 4 components dominated by lower
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frequency spectra identified and much less visual noise seen in the time courses (see components
1, 2, and 3 from the proposed method).
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Figure 2.16: Singular values from largest to smallest for ABIDE single-slice data.
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Figure 2.17: Estimated spatial components and mixing matrix from PSVD-cICA method
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Figure 2.18: Estimated temporal components from PSVD-cICA method
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Figure 2.19: Estimated spatial components and mixing matrix from traditional method
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Figure 2.20: Estimated temporal components from traditional method
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2.6 Discussion
Brain activity is characterized by dynamic and non-stationary temporal patterns. When com-
bined with the indirect relationship between neuron activity and the BOLD signal, fMRI data of-
ten represents a noisy window into the underlying brain activity of interest. This is compounded
when a complex stimulus is used in the study, including resting state studies where no stimulus
is used. In this work, a flexible model for functional connectivity was presented which makes no
assumptions on the temporal or spatial patterns in the underlying activity. This model aims to ex-
tract between and within-network connectivity with a higher SNR then traditional methods while
also providing smoothed representations of the temporal dynamics of the brain. These properties
for the proposed method was evaluated in simulation studies, showing a notable improvement in
these areas compared to traditional methods. These properties were also seen when evaluating
actual fMRI data from the ABIDE II dataset.
There are some limitations with the proposed methods. The main one is the tuning required
for the penalty terms in the regularized SVD method. A grid search is implemented with BIC as
the criterion, however this can be computationally costly to carry out. Generally, both penalty
terms need to be tuned in some way, with the ranges resulting in significant smoothing being
very data-dependent due to the scale invariance of the SVD method. Making this process more
efficient and standardized would improve reproducibility of the analysis as well as computational
cost. Some ways to accomplish this would be to scale the returned SVD components in some way
so that they are comparable across datasets, making the penalty parameter choice less variable
from dataset to dataset. Another way to accomplish this would be the implementation of an algo-
rithmic parameter tuning process, such as a Bayesian optimization method which has been used
in other contexts (e.g. support vector machine) [Gold et al., 2005]. Furthermore, the restriction of
the mixing matrix being full rank may not be optimal for some datasets (for example, means the
mixing matrix cannot be symmetric like traditional correlation matrices). Relaxing this restriction
may improve computational stability and interpretability. Finally, implementing this model in a
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multi-subject setting could be a useful extension, allowing for group differences in the different
components and mixing matrix to be identified. This has been implemented in ICA and other
matrix decomposition methods (e.g. Group ICA), which could adapted within the framework
proposed in this research for single-subject data [Calhoun et al., 2009].
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CHAPTER 3: NONPARAMETRIC INDEPENDENT COMPONENT ANALYSIS
TO ANALYZE NEURAL SPIKE TRAIN DATA
3.1 Introduction
Neurological activity is characterized by electrical activity within the brain from the trans-
mission of electrical signals between neurons. Neurons generate electrical pulses called action
potentials, which are voltage spikes that then travel throughout the body using axons. These
pulses are generated in response to stimuli (internal and external) in temporal patterns [Strong
et al., 1998, Sengupta et al., 2014]. This activity is often measured using non-invasive techniques
such as EEG and MRI, which are also indirect measures (EEG due to distance from eletrical sig-
nals and MRI through the BOLD response). These action potentials are dichotomous, denoting
non-response or response during a brief temporal duration (based on a threshold for the stimulus
strength), with the sequence of binary potentials referred to a spike train [Gerstner and Kistler,
2002]. For example, sensory and motor neurons follow this “all-or-none” model of response
while other specialized neural activity (e.g., from the retina) follows a more continuous electrical
response [Kalat, 2015].
Common methods used to measure these action potentials more directly include the use of
electrodes directly to specific areas of the brain (neuronal electrophysiology) and calcium imag-
ing to infer the electrical activity from changes in calcium concentration in the neuronal cells
of interest [Rodriguez-Romaguera et al., 2020]. Typically, these measures suffer from varying
degrees of noise which makes identifying the sequence of spikes in the neurons challenging.
While many data analysis methods have been developed to estimate the timing of these spikes
in a single neuronal cell (single-channel), few methods have been developed for this purpose
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in multi-cell data (multi-channel). In this research, we develop a model to estimate spike trains
from multi-cell data as well as the spatial distribution of these spike trains across the cells using
ICA. We show it’s utility in simulation studies compared to other ICA methods which do not
incorporate the spiking structure.
3.2 Literature Review
Techniques have been developed to measure activity from neural spike trains directly and
indirectly. Imaging modalities such as EEG and magnetoencephalography (MEG) measure the
electrical activity generated by neurons in a non-invasive manner [Cohen, 2014]. However, these
suffer from shortcomings such as compromised spatial resolution (EEG and MEG) compared
to some other modalities, and volume conduction (EEG) [Cohen, 2014, Mandal et al., 2018].
Furthermore, neural activity far from the scalp can be difficult to measure accurately using these
techniques [Cohen, 2014, Mandal et al., 2018]. Since neural spike train activity occurs on a
minute spatial scale (individual neuron) within very short time intervals, resolution and noise
is an important consideration in the analysis. A commonly-used method of visualizing these
spikes over time is by marking the points on the horizontal (time) axis where these spike occur.
Sometimes, the cumulative number of spikes as a function of time is plotted on the vertical axis.
This is often referred to as a Raster plot; an example is shown in Figure 3.1 [Truong and Lewis,
2016]. The horizontal axis indicates time and vertical axis indicates cumulative number of spikes
up to a given time point. Dashes on the horizontal axis indicate a spike has occurred there with
the line reflecting the cumulative number of spikes.
Spike trains are commonly modeled as realizations from a point process due to their tem-
poral and integer-valued characteristics. A parametric model is often specified, for example a
Poisson process model with a chosen distribution for the spikes, along with Bayesian approaches
[Rieke et al., 1999, Brown et al., 2002, Cunningham et al., 2009, Chen, 2013]. ICA has also been
used to analyze spike train data due to its high dimensional properties, high degree of noise, and
its inherent clustering [Hyvärinen and Oja, 2000, Brown et al., 2001, Savin et al., 2010, Leibig
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Figure 3.1: Raster plot for single trial of neuron spike train data.
.
et al., 2016]. ICA methods appropriate for spike train data are limited and use heavily parametric
models (ex. Poisson process) which may be misspecified when applied to actual data [Reynaud-
Bouret et al., 2014, Deepaisarn et al., 2018].
Calcium imaging is a increasingly popular modality for more directly measuring neural
spike train activity compared to EEG and similar modalities[Stosiek et al., 2003, Vogelstein
et al., 2009, Ahrens et al., 2013]. This technique involves the use of genetically encode Calcium
indicators (GECIs) that measure the influx of Ca2+ ions in electrically activated neurons. The
Ca2+ influx results in the emission of light (referred to as fluorescence) which can be detected
through microscopy [Stosiek et al., 2003]. Thus, individual and population-level neural activity
can be observed and recorded. The number of neurons which can be recorded simultaneously
is continually increasing, allowing whole brain activity to be recorded in certain animal models
[Ahrens et al., 2013]. Thus, the spatial resolution is very high, allowing the recording of individ-
ual neuronal cells, including those deep within the brain. Though temporal resolution is lower
then others (EEG for example) due to the temporal lag in the calcium release after an electrical
spike, it is continually improving as the methodology develops [Vogelstein et al., 2009]. Due to
its invasive nature, it has currently been exclusively used in animal models, resulting in improved
understanding of functional changes on specific neuron populations and networks [Grewe et al.,
2010, Mittmann et al., 2011, Ahrens et al., 2013, Rodriguez-Romaguera et al., 2020].
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The main benefit of using GECIs compared to invasive electrode-based methods in electro-
physiology is that since GECIs are designed to bind to neurons based on their genetic makeup,
they can be used to measure activity in a set of cells which contain genetic traits of interest.
This allows for the targeting of specific cells of interest which be spatially separate. In contrast,
eletrode-based measures can only record activity in neurons near the electrode placement. This
makes it very difficult to target specific types of neuronal cells (as all cells near the electrode will
be assessed), results in the measured acitvity in the cells being related to its distance from the
electrode, and makes it impossible to record the same cell throughout multiple trials [Rodriguez-
Romaguera et al., 2020].
Various methods have been developed and utilized in the literature to analyze calcium imag-
ing data. The single-neuron resolution creates additional complications which need to addressed
for neuron-specific activity to be accurately analyzed. Major complications include identifying
the spatial locations of each neuron in the image, demixing spatially overlapping neurons (as data
are analyzed using 2D images of a 3D space), and deconvolving and denoising the underlying
neural activity from the observed fluorescence activity [Pnevmatikakis et al., 2016]. This last
point is due to the temporal lag between neural activity and the calcium fluctuation (which has a
slow decay), resulting in measurement error similar to the BOLD response in fMRI data.
Despite these concerns, some studies have analyzed the observed fluorescence response
directly. Correlation analyses of time series between specified spatial ROIs (equal to the mean
fluorescence response across the locations for each time point) have been conducted to assess
connectivity. Analyzing these ROIs created from means of specified spatial locations for each
time point, along with transformation of the observed fluorescence data into more stable measure-
ments (for example, fluorescence change rate or moving averages) have been used to reduce noise
[Wang et al., 2003, Tibau et al., 2013, Ahrens et al., 2013, Resendez et al., 2020]. Standard time
series analyses have also been used with the fluorescence data, such as estimating the frequency
components in the spatial ROI time series [Ahrens et al., 2013, Tibau et al., 2013].
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Matrix factorization methods have also been used to address these complications with cal-
cium imaging data, specifically identifying the spatial positions of the individual cells (composed
of neurons) in the image. One example is nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [Liu et al.,
2011, Maruyama et al., 2014]. Let Y denote the observed N by T data matrix of fluorescence
responses where N denotes the number of spatial locations and T denotes the number of time
points. Let K denote the number of cells in the image. Assume that Y can be represented by
Y = SA+ sbab + ε
where S is a N by K spatial component matrix,A is a K by T temporal component matrix and
ε is a N by T matrix of error terms. Component vectors sb (N by 1) and ab (1 by T ) represent
the spatial and temporal distributions of the background fluorescence intensity respectively. ma-
trices S andA represent the spatial and temporal fluorescence intensity fluctuations in the cells
(column-wise for S and row-wise forA) respectively. Background fluorescence refers to activity
that is observed in the image but not related to cell activity of interest. Fluorescence is a measure
of light intensity and is constrained to take positive values, so a non-negative matrix constraint is
imposed on S,A, sb, and ab (all elements of the matrices must be non-negative). The entries in
matrix ε are assumed to be independent and Normally distributed with mean 0 and equal variance
across space and time. Estimation is done by maximizing the corresponding log-likelihood, with
ab fixed and assumed known [Maruyama et al., 2014]. This method was designed to identify
spatially separate neuronal cells, which is an important step in the analysis pipeline (as it is not
explicit in the image which areas represent distinct cells).
Another common factorization method combines PCA and ICA [Mukamel et al., 2009].
First, each location’s data is normalized spatially by dividing the location’s mean across time for
each timepoint. It is then normalized temporally by subtracting the mean across the locations for
each time point from each location’s data. This done to transform the spatial and temporal means
to 0, and remove thus theoretically remove the background fluorescence. As a dimension reduc-
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tion technique, PCA is done on this transformed data (denoted Ỹ ) where Y ≈ Ỹ = UDV T
using a chosen number of principal components (PCs), denoted NPC . MatrixD is a NPC by
NPC diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of Y TY (sample covariance matrix), reflect-
ing the magnitude of each PC. N by NPC matrix U consists of the temporal PC realizations and
NPC by V matrix V consists of the spatial PC realizations. Then ICA is used to separate the
underlying cells from the dimension-reduced fluorescence data, modeling Ỹ = AS. N by K
matrixA denotes the K spatial component realizations and K by T matrix S denotes the K tem-
poral component realizations, where K is chosen a priori. ICA assumes the data is composed of a
chosen number (K) of latent variables, in this case reflecting the cellular activity. Maruyama et al.
[2014] compared the methods, finding both approaches performing similarly in some simulated
scenarios and NMF performing better in others (depending on model parameters such as NPC).
More advanced decoupling and denoising methods have been developed at the single-neuron
scale (analyzing one-dimensional time series data from each neuronal cell, one at a time), us-
ing supervised learning [Theis et al., 2015] and Markov chain Monte Carlo/Bayesian methods
[Pnevmatikakis et al., 2013, Deneux et al., 2016]. Pnevmatikakis et al. [2016] address the de-
convolution of the neural activity from the recorded fluorescence time series using a parametric
modeling approach. The relationship of the fluorescence response evoked by the spikes from
a neuron population is modeled as an autoregressive (AR) process of order p > 0 (p small). It
is further assumed that the spikes from the neurons follow a stationary Poisson process across
the time series. The underlying spiking signal is then estimated using a non-negative sparse con-
strained deconvolution method. This method identifies the neural activity signal which best fits
the data according to the following constraints: 1) fluorescence response and underlying neural
spiking follow above parametric model, 2) signal is non-negative, 3) signal has level of noise
no greater then a specific level. That is, the underlying neural activity is predicted based on the
observed fluorescence data and the parametric model specifications. This AR relationship has
also been used in combination with a penalty term to filter out which observed spikes in the fluo-
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rescence represent electrical spikes and which are noise, similar to a penalized regression model
[Jewell et al., 2020].
Pnevmatikakis et al. [2016] used an adjusted version of NMF called contrained nonnegative
matrix factorization (CNMF), as a spatialtemporal demixing process to identify activity at the





where ai is a N by 1 vector containing the spatial component for cell i across time, ci(t) denotes
the calcium activity of cell i at time t and B(t) is a N by 1 vector for each time point t denoting
the time-varying baseline calcium activity at each location. Vector F (t) denotes the calcium
activity at each location at time t with the K cells as latent variables. This formulation is very
similar to the mixing model in NMF and ICA. Finally, model the observed fluorescence data at
time t by
Y (t) = F (t) + ε(t)
for t = 1, . . . , T where matrix Y = [Y (1), . . . , Y (T )], matrix F = [F (1), . . . , F (T )], and
ε(t) ∼ N(0,Σ) where Σ is diagonal.
Denoting the K by T matrix of cell spiking activity by S, where S, F and Y are identified
by estimating the model parameters (including those from the previously detailed deconvolution
step). Sparsity is implemented into the fitting algorithm for the various parameter matrices by
specifying constraints based on the L1 norm along with a chosen noise threshold. Choosing the
number of components K is generally difficult to do a priori and an ad hoc procedure is used
based on the maximum level of temporal and spatial activity in the components after fitting. The
procedure is then redone with the “weaker” components removed by reducing K. The authors
compare their method to the PCA-ICA procedure, showing an improved detection of overlapping
neurons in simulation studies. However, the parametric models for the relationship between
the fluorescence response and neural calcium activity, as well as the neuron spike activity, may
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be misspecified, impacting the accuracy of the purposed method. Furthermore, none of these
methods for deconvolution are designed for multi-channel analysis. That is, they do not model
the spike trains of multiple neuronal cells jointly. This can be limiting, as it prevents the direct
modeling of the interactions between different cells, as well as the additional power that may be
gained by leveraging multiple neurons’ data.
Traditional ICA assumes that the latent independent components are continuous [Hyvärinen
and Oja, 2000] and does not take within-component correlation (across time or space, for exam-
ple) into account during estimation. Both of these assumptions are problematic for fluorescence
imaging analysis, especially when the temporal autocorrelation within a neuron population is of
interest. Lee et al. [2011] developed an ICA model which accounts for and conducts inference
on the autocorrelation structure within the latent components, however it assumes an AR model
for these. Given that the latent components of interest are neuron spikes, these realizations are
nonnegative integers, and thus an AR model may not be appropriate. Deepaisarn et al. [2018]
developed an extension to ICA referred to as linear Poisson ICA. This method models the latent
components as having Poisson-distributed errors (instead of the normally distributed errors tra-
ditionally assumed) with the sameAS formulation and interpretation as in traditional ICA, with
estimation done using maximum likelihood through the EM algorthim. However, the Poisson
distributional assumption may result in the model being misspecified (especially given the equal
mean and variance assumption of Poisson noise). Further, it assumed that the noises components
are independent within each component. Thus autocorrelation within the latent components is not
being considered, causing the model to potentially be misspecified.
3.3 Proposed Methods
3.3.1 Point Processes
The proposed ICA model for neural spike train data incorporates some standard concepts
and notation from survival analysis and point processes, which we describe here, adapted from
Truong and Lewis [2016]. Neural spike trains can be formulated statistically as examples of a
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point process. Let T denote the length of time the spike train is observed and define the ith spike
time as τi for i = 1, . . . , n where 0 < τ1, . . . , τn ≤ T . The τi are assumed to be random and thus





where δ(x) = 1 if x = 0 and 0 otherwise. Process S(t) reflects a firing neuron where τi represent
the firing times and firing is considered binary (recall “all-or-none” model of spike trains). To
represent the total amount of firings up to time t, define N(t) =
∑n
i=1 I(τi ≤ t) for 0 < t ≤ T
where I(.) denotes the indicator function. This is an example of a counting process. This process
has the following properties: i) N(t) ≥ 0 for all t, ii) N(t) is an integer-valued function, iii) if
s < t, then N(s) ≤ N(t).
A counting process has independent increments if N(t0) − N(s0) ⊥ N(t1) − N(s1) where
[s0, t0] and [s1, t1] are disjoint intervals. The process has stationary increments if N(t)−N(s) =
f(t − s) for some function f(.) and 0 ≤ s ≤ t. That is, if the number of neuron spikes during a
time interval is only dependent on the length of the interval. For spike trains, these assumptions
may not hold. For example, the number of firings in the past may impact the distribution of later
spikes. This violates the independent increments assumption. Some methods for spike train anal-
ysis specify a homogeneous Poisson process model for the spike train distribution [Pnevmatikakis
et al., 2016]. This model assumes independent and stationary increments, along with assuming
Pr(N(t) = k) = exp(−λt)(λt)k/k! for t ≥ 0 where λ > 0 is a rate parameter. These two
increment assumptions plus the specific distributional form are subject to misspecfification.
A further assumption with a Poisson process is that the number of spikes at time t is indepen-
dent of the number of spikes at time s for 0 < s < t ≤ T . Then can be seen by computing the
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corresponding conditional density
Pr(N(t) = x|N(s) = y) =
Pr(N(t)−N(s) = x− y|N(s)−N(0) = y) =
Pr(N(t)−N(s) = x− y) due to independent increments
as (s, t] and (0, s] are disjoint intervals. This is called the memoryless property and is a further
assumption of a Poisson process model which may be misspecified for neural spike train pro-
cesses. The distribution of spikes at a time point given the past activity can be defined using the
conditional intensity function, denoted λ(t|Ht), where Ht is the “history” of the spike train up to
time t. The “history” is composed of all spiking activity before time t, i.e. function N(s) such
that 0 < s ≤ t, including how this activity is correlated along (0, t]. This function is defined by
λ(t|Ht) = lim
∆→0
Pr[N(t+ ∆)−N(t) = 1|Ht]
∆
(3.1)
which denotes the probability of a spike on (t, t + ∆) where ∆ is a small increment decreasing
towards zero, given the past activity in the spike train. That is, the conditional intensity function
denotes the probability of a spike instantaneously after time t given all of the activity at and
before time t. In survival analysis where only a single spike can occur during the entire time
course of the process, λ(t|Ht) is referred to as the conditional hazard function, where Ht contains
no spikes (no events up to time t).
Recall the time until spike i is given by τi for i = 1, . . . , N . Define the interspike interval
(ISI) by ui = τi − τi−1 for i = 1, . . . , n where τ0 ≡ 0. This refers to the time between each spike
which is random. We can define the conditional ISI density by
p(t|Ht) = lim
∆→0
Pr(t < U < t+ ∆|Ht)
∆
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where U denotes the ISI as a random variable and Ht denotes the “history” as defined before,
up to the last spike. Per the relationship between the hazard, density, and survival functions in









Then the conditional ISI density can be expressed as








The joint distribution of the ISIs from a series of spikes can then be formed by






















where α(uk|Huk) = log[λ(uk|Huk)]. Thus, we can estimate the joint density of a point process
through the ISIs and by estimating the log conditional intensity function instead.
3.3.2 Hazard Estimation with Flexible Tails (HEFT)
We now turn to the nonparametric estimation of the log conditional intensity function, here-
after referred to as the log-hazard function, using the HEFT method [Kooperberg et al., 1995].
The estimation of the log-hazard removes any positive constraints from the procedure. First, we
define a cubic spline, which will be used to model the log-hazard. Function S(t) defined on [a, b]
is a cubic spline if 1) S, S ′, and S ′′ are all continuous functions on [a, b] and 2) for knots ti such
that a = t0 < t1, . . . , tp = b, S is a polynomial of degree at most 3 on each subinterval [tj, tj+t]
for j = 0, . . . , p − 1. The degree of smoothness of the spline is determined the continuity of
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its derivatives; in this case the first and second derivatives (higher order continuous derivatives
implies greater smoothness). The spline S(t) can be constructed using a set of basis functions,








Bk−1i+1 (t) for k ≥ 1 (3.4)
B0i (t) =

1 ti ≤ t < ti+1
0 else







i (t) where C
3
i is a weight for the basis and p denotes the number
of knots. Using this recursive definition, weights C3i and basis functions B
3
i (t) can be created,
defining S(t) with the previously defined cubic spline properties [De Boor et al., 2001, Cheney
and Kincaid, 2012].




βjBj(t), for t ≥ 0 (3.5)
where 1 ≤ p < ∞, β1, . . . , βp are fixed coefficients and B1, . . . , Bp are chosen basis functions
of functional space G. Since t ≥ 0, G is a p-dimensional linear space of functions on [0,∞).
The flexibility of the model is determined by the form and number of the basis functions, which
changes the space G to encompass more general log-hazard functions. The authors examine
two different formulations, each of which uses cubic splines, though one of which includes two
additional basis functions. These two functions are B−1(t) = log[t/(t + c)] and B0 = log(t + c)
for t > 0 and 0 otherwise, where c > 0 is fixed. The corresponding functions form a basis for
G∪{B−1, B0}, where {B−1, B0} is the 2-dimensional linear space of functions spanned by B−1(t)
and B0(t). Setting the number of cubic splines to p = K − 2, using the basis set {B−1, . . . , BK−2}
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results in the family of log-hazard functions encompassed by the model to be defined by ϑ. The
collection of linear spaces spanned by G ∪ {B−1, B0} defines ϑ.
The inclusion of the two log basis functions expands the family of log-hazard functions to
include those from commonly used distributions in point process analysis, such as the Weibull
and Pareto distributions. Specifically, these two functions better model heavy-tailed distributions
in relation to the commonly used exponential distribution.
The main parameters to select are p and the “knot” locations for the basis functions, with βi
for i = −1, 0, . . . , p and c to be estimated from the data. Define knots ti such 0 < t1 < . . . <
tp−1 < ∞. Functions Bj for j = 1, . . . , p denote the B spline functions for a cubic spline with
knots {0, t1, . . . , tp−1}. The weights β1, . . . , βp represent the B spline weights from Equation 3.4,
which are to estimated based on the observed data and selected knots.
The authors specify an algorithm to select the knots based on the observed data. An initial
set of three knots are placed at the three quartiles of the set of times where a spike occurs. Then
the following stepwise process is used to determine the optimal set of knots and their locations.
Suppose m knots are selected in the current iteration (after the inital iteration, m = 3 for ex-
ample) denoted 0 < t1 < . . . < tm < ∞. Let li = 6 + max1≤j≤n τj ≤ ti for i = 1 . . . ,m,
ui = −6 + min1≤j≤n τj ≥ ti for i = 1 . . . ,m − 1, l0 = 1 and uk = n. For i = 0, . . . ,m
such that ui ≥ li compute the Rao statistic ri for the model with (t − τji)+ as the added ba-
sis function with ji = [(li + ui)/2]. If there is no such i, no knot is added. The Rao statistic
ri = [S(β̂)]m
√
[I−1(β̂)]mm, where β̂ indicates the estimate of β from the log-hazard function in
equation 3.5 and S(.) and I(.) are the score vector and information matrix respectively.
If such an i exists, a new knot in the interval [τ(l∗i ), τ(u∗i )] where i
∗ = arg max
i
|ri|. Then Rao
statistic rl is computed for the model with (t − τl)+ with l = [(li∗ + ji∗/2] as the added basis
function, and statistic ru for the model with (t− τu)+ with u = [(ji∗ + ui∗)/2] as the added basis
function. These Rao statistics are then compared to decide if the knot location search is finished
or if it continues in the same recursive partitioning format. If |ri∗| ≥ |rl| and |ri∗| ≥ |ru|, the
new knot is placed at τi∗ . Otherwise, the search continues based on the comparison of these two
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statistics. The algorithm continues until 1) iteration occurs where no i such that ui ≥ li exist, or
2) the number of basis functions p = pmax where pmax = (4n1/5, n/4, 30). Please see Kooperberg
et al. [1995] for more details. Once the knots and basis functions are fixed, an iterative procedure
using an adjusted form of the Newton-Raphson algorithm is done to estimate β and c (if flexible
tail basis functions are used).
3.3.3 Colored ICA with HEFT
Consider the latent variable modelX = h(S) whereX denotes the observed data matrix
and R by N matrix S which contains the latent variable realizations. The objective is to esti-
mate the properties of transformation h(.) and predict S fromX; this is often referred to as blind
source separation in signal processing [Hyvärinen and Oja, 1997]. We assume the number of
spatial locations V = R and drop V from the rest of the section. AssumingX denotes a spatio-
temporal matrix, S denotes the realizations of temporal latent components, with each row reflect-
ing a separate component. Following the notation in sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.1, we define these
temporal components in terms of the latent spike times τi,j , which denote the time of the j th event
(latent spike) for source i for i = 1, . . . , R. Correspondingly, the j th ISI in the ith component is
denoted by ui,j = τi,j − τi,j−1 where τi,0 ≡ 0.
3.3.3.1 Preliminary Model
First, we assume all sources have the same number N of latent spikes to simplify the nota-
tion. This restriction is lifted later in this section. Thus, matrix S = [S1, . . . , SR]T is R by N ,
where Si = (τi,1, . . . , τi,N) with τi,j < τi,j+1 for i = 1, . . . , R and j = 1, . . . , N − 1. The com-
ponents are assumed to be independent, with Si ⊥ Sj for i, j = 1, . . . , R and i 6= j. Since each
component is a point process, realizations within a given component are statistically dependent.
The temporal source matrix S can also be represented in terms of sequences of spikes (0 and 1),
spike times, or ISIs, as the transformation between any of these domains is one-to-one, with T
denoting the end of study.
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By independence, the joint distribution of S is f(s1, . . . , sR) =
∏R
i=1 fSi(si) where si is a
fixed vector of length N , and fSi(si) is the joint distribution of Si evaluated at si for i = 1, . . . , R.
The joint distribution of the entries of Si can be written in terms of the joint distribution of the
ISIs, where fSi(si) = fui(ui|Ni(T ) = N), where ui = (ui,1, . . . , ui,N) and Ni(T ) denotes the
random variable of the number of spikes in latent component i by time T . This can be expressed
as a function of the log conditional intensity function for ui|Ni(T ) = ni, as seen in Equation 3.3.
By independence of the latent components







fui(ui|Ni(T ) = N)
= f(u1, . . . , uR|N).
From this formulation, we can now write the likelihood as a function of observed dataX .
From dimensions defined above, observed dataX is V by T . To map S toX , transforma-
tion h(.) has to be defined and the two temporal domains betweenX (T ) and S (N ) need to





⊂ Z+ (positive integers) is assumed. First, the
temporal indices are expressed in terms of the source spike times {τi}Ri=1 as follows:
X =

x1,1 . . . x1,τ1,1 x1,[τ1,1+1] . . . x1,τ1,2 . . . x1,τ1,N . . . x1,T











xR,1 . . . xR,τR,1 xR,[τR,1+1] . . . xR,τR,2 . . . xR,τR,N . . . xR,T

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First, the temporal dimensions betweenX and S are harmonized by transformingX to X̃ . Ma-
trix is defined as
X̃ =

x̃1,1 x̃1,2 . . . x̃1,N









t∈Θi,j γi,t(xi,t) ∗ t where Θi,j = {t: τ̃i,[j−1] < t ≤ τ̃i,j}, for i = 1, . . . , R and





⊂ Z+ denote spikes in the observed
dataX , which may not be the same times as the source spikes of interest. That is, X̃ aggregates
the data in each row ofX by computing weighted averages across the time span. These averages
are computed by partitioning the time span, starting at a given observed spike time and then






(non-zero real numbers) which may depend on the observed values {xi,t}.
Finally, we can define the ISIs for the observed spikes and latent source spikes by ũi,j =
τ̃i,j − τ̃i,j−1 and ui,j = τi,j − τi,j−1 respectively. Using the ISI formulation, we define the matrices
Ũ and U by
Ũ =

ũ1,1 ũ1,2 . . . ũ1,N










u1,1 u1,2 . . . u1,N





uR,1 uR,2 . . . uR,N

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respectively. We can model the relationship between the two by the usual ICA model Ũ = AU
where matrixA is R by R. This matrix mixes the latent source ISIs found in U and is referred to
as the mixing matrix. Following the usual ICA conventions, it is assumed thatA is an orthogonal
matrix, i.e. A−1 = AT ≡W , whereW is referred to the unmixing matrix.
Using the Jacobian method for the joint distribution of the transformation of a set of random




fUi(ui)|Jh−1(ũ11, . . . , ũR∗N)|−1
where x is a R ∗ N long vector of fixed values and Jh−1(ũ11, . . . , ũR∗N) denotes the Jacobian
matrix for inverse transform h−1(Ũ). Since the inverse transform is linear using matrixW , the
Jacobian is det(W ). SinceW is orthogonal, | det(W )| = 1 and can be dropped. This implies
R∏
i=1




Next, we express the densities of the latent components in terms of their ISIs using Equation 3.3.
Under the HEFT model, the log-hazard function for Ui at time t is given by αi(t) =
∑p
j=−1 βi,jBi,j(t)
from Equation 3.5, using the added basis functions for flexible tail modeling (history Ht is














To express Equation 3.7 as a log-likelihood, {ui,k} need to be expressed in terms of Ũ and param-
etersW , {Bi,j(t)}, and {βi,j}. This can be done using the unmixing transformation U = WŨ ,
with ui,k =
∑R
l=1Wi,lũl,k where Wi,j denotes the corresponding entry inW . This results in the
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following log-likelihood

























To estimate these parameters in the model, we minimize the negative log-likelihood while
ensuring the unmixing matrix is orthogonal. This is done in an iterative manner as done by Lee
et al. [2011], alternating between updating the ICA unmixing matrix and estimating the log-
intensity function using HEFT for a fixed unmixing matrix. Beginning with an initial value for
the unmixing matrixW0, the corresponding initial latent ISIs can be computed as U0 = W0Ũ
along with the corresponding ISIs u0,1, . . . , u0,R, resulting in the initial step’s estimate of the
log-intensity function using HEFT.
To updateW based on the estimated log-intensity function, the function in Equation 3.8 is
minimized. Note the unmixing matrix is embedded in the log-intensity function domain where
this function is fixed in this step following HEFT. Since this function is modeled using cubic
splines, the objective function 3.8 in this minimization step is nonlinear with respect toW . We
use the optimization method from Hastie and Tibshirani [2002] for the estimation. For a single





Denote the first and second derivatives of Li(t|α1, . . . , αR) with respect to t, evaluated at t =
(u0,i) as L̇i(u0,i|αi) and L̈i(u0,i|αi) respectively. Note since u0,i is a vector, from Equation 3.8,
Li(u0,i|αi) is a sum across j from 1 to N of Li(u0,i(j)|αi where u0,i(j) denotes the jth ISI for the
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ith component. Then, the one-step update forWi, the ith row of isW , is
Ŵi = ave{Ũ L̇i(u0,i|α1, . . . , αR)} − ave{L̈i(u0,i|α1, . . . , αR)}W0,i (3.9)
where W0,i denotes ith row of the previous iteration’s estimate for the unmixing matrix, and α̃i
denotes the current iteration’s estimate for for the ith component’s log-intensity function from
HEFT. The derivatives of Li(t|αi) are evaluated at the initial estimates for the latent source ISIs,
denoted by u0,i for source i = 1, . . . , R. The first and second derivatives are averaged across their
ISIs (N of them), as denoted by ave, resulting in a scalar.
Since αi(t) are cubic splines, their derivatives can be shown to be quadratic splines from the
following relationship: [De Boor et al., 2001]
d
dt








for k ≥ 2.
The second derivative can then be found using this relationship. This holds for the polynomial
part of the HEFT formulations, with the derivatives of the two additional log basis functions in
Equation 3.5 done separately. The derivative of the integral in Equation 3.8 with respect to t can
be found using the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus.
Following Lee et al. [2011], this iterative process continues until a maximum number of
iterations or a convergence criterion based on Amari’s distance has been reached. For two R by






















where aij is the ijth element ofW1W−12 . The convergence criterion is satisfied once this metric
reaches a chosen threshold. The complete iterative algorithm is summarized as follows:















While the Amari distance (Equation 3.10) between W̃ and Ŵ is greater than the convergence
threshold,
1. Estimate the latent components S by S̃ = W̃ X̃
2. Estimate log-intensity functions α̃1, . . . , α̃R for each component using HEFT with S̃
3. Update W̃ (denoted Ŵ ) via updating step in 3.9 with log-intensity functions α̃1, . . . , α̃R
fixed
4. Orthogonalize Ŵ : Compute its SVD, Ŵ = UWDV T and replace Ŵ → UWV T










need to determined. The observed data spike times will be determined by thresholding the ob-
served values inX , that is τ̃i,j = {t : |xi,t| > δi} where {δi}Ri=1 ⊂ R+ (positive real numbers)
denote the per-row thresholds. If components have different numbers of spikes, the ISIs can be
zeropadded at the end for each component so that U follows the convention of a matrix, witht the
number of columns equal to the largest number of spikes among the components.
For simplicity, δ1 = . . . = δR = δ > 0. The observed ISIs immediately follow. We
discuss various models for the weights which reflect the relationship between the observed data
spikes and the underlying ICA model containing latent spikes of interest (e.g. spikes in neuron
populations).
3.3.3.2 Model 1: Maximum Observed Value





τ̃1,1 τ̃1,2 . . . τ̃1,N





τ̃R,1 τ̃R,2 . . . τ̃R,N

which from the ICA models implies τ̃i,j =
∑R
l=1Ai,lτl,j where Ai,j denotes the corresponding
entry inA. After thresholding, the model can then fit directly using the observed spike times
contained in X̃ using the cICA-HEFT algorithm defined in Section 3.3.3.1.
3.3.3.3 Model 2: Auto-Regressive Model
A more realistic model would be to model the observed fluorescence signal using an auto-
regression (AR) model. This is often used in the literature to model the relationship between
fluorescence and underlying calcium when analyzing calcium imaging data [Jewell et al., 2020].
In the framework presented above, the observed dataX could be modeled using
Xi,t = γiXi,t−1 + εt (3.11)
for i = 1, . . . , R and t = 2, . . . , N with εt denoting the residual (also called innovation). Using
this model, the trend in the fluorescence could be extracted by X̂i,t = γ̂iX̂i,t−1 where γ̂i denotes
the estimated parameter and X̂i,t denotes the predicted fluorescence. Using the corresponding
matrix of predicted values from the AR model X̂ , the same thresholding process used before
could be done to estimate the locations of the calcium spikes related to the underlying neural
spikes X̃ and {τ̃i,j}. The cICA-HEFT model would then be fit to this matrix to estimate the




The proposed model was evaluated in a set of simulation studies, reflecting the simple model
described in Section 3.3.3.2, where the aim was to disentangle mixtures of latent spikes. The data
were simulated as follows. We considered an observed data matrix, whose entries consist of times
between observed spikes (for example, fluorescence spikes). That is, observed dataX = AS
whereX was R by N , with R denoting the number of channels and N denoting the number of
observed spikes, assuming an equal number of observed spikes in each channel for simplicity.
Mixing matrixA was R by R, with R = 2. Matrix S is R by N , with each row’s entries denoting
the times between the the N spikes for the respective channel, with N = 200. The primary goal
was to accurately estimate the mixing matrix in order to identify the multi-channel properties of
the data. As stated in Section 3.3.3.1, it was assumed thatA is orthogonal, implying unmixing
matrixW = AT .
To generateA, R2 entries were generated independently from the Uniform[1,2] distribution,
which were then converted into a R by R matrix. This matrix was then orthogonalized using
SVD [Hastie and Tibshirani, 2002]. To generate the latent ISIs in S, R such independent ISIs
of length N were generated. Two sets of distributions were considered when generating these
intervals. The first was an exponential distribution, with a mean of 30 used for the first set (first
row of S) and a mean of 10 for the second set (second row of S). The second was a gamma dis-
tribution, with a shape parameter of 30 used for the first set and 10 used for the second set, and a
rate parameter of 2 used for both to differentiate it from the exponential distribution. In all cases,
the N intervals within a set were generated independently, as were the R sets. This process was
repeated 1000 times, with S fixed across the simulations and mixing matrixA randomly vary-
ing, as the main aim to evaluate the accuracy of the mixing matrix estimation with the proposed
method. For comparison, two standard ICA methods not explicitly designed for identifying latent
time intervals, cICA [Lee et al., 2011] and fastICA Hyvärinen and Oja [2000], were also used on
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each simulated dataset. All three methods were evaluated based on the Amari distance between
the estimated mixing matrix and corresponding simulated mixing matrix.
The results for both scenarios are provided in Figure 3.2. Boxplots of the Amari distances
across the 1000 simulated datasets, from each of the three considered methods were created. The
plot consists of two panels, with the left showing the Amari distance distributions for each of the
three methods across the simulations under the specified exponential distribution for the latent
spike ISIs. The right panel shows the same, but under the specified gamma distribution. The
accuracies of S were not examined as the accuracy of the independent components is directly
related to the accuracy of the mixing matrix (due to S = WX) and since the multi-channel
estimation of the method was the main trait of interest.
The proposed method showed an Amari distance distribution shifted towards zero compared
to the other two methods (especially fastICA) under the exponential distribution scenario, with
the median error below 0.10. The proposed method performed similarly in both the exponential
and gamma distribution scenario, with cICA showing a very similar Amari distance distribution
in the gamma scenario, but fastICA again having noticeably higher Amari distance. Note that
the additional log terms for the HEFT model fit described in Section 3.3.2 were not used for
simplicity, which lowers the ability for the model to reflect heavier tailed distributions (such as
the gamma distribution).
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Figure 3.2: Estimation results of the mixing matrices from simulated data, across 1000
simulations.
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3.5 Discussion and Future Research
Neural imaging data pose a number of unique challenges for statistical analysis due to its
high dimension, high degree of noise, nonstationarity, and complex dependency structure in time
and space. As a result, methods which can accurately filter out the meaningful relationships in the
data despite these challenges are required. Parametric modeling is often used to simplify the com-
plex structure of the data, though that opens up the results to bias due to model misspecification.
Nonparametric methods are optimal due to these complixities to reduce this bias, though these
methods need to provide interpretable results and high accuracy which can be difficult due to the
discussed complications without resorting to modeling.
Neural spike train analyses are highly susceptible to these complications due to their high
temporal resolution and large amount of noise. Inferring which observed spikes in the fluores-
cence reflect underlying spikes in neural activity is challenging due to the noise-related spikes
in the fluorescence, the nonlinear relationship between the calcium concentration and the cho-
sen GECI, and the relatively small amount of calcium released by isolated spikes. A further
challenge is jointly estimating activity from multiple neurons. This joint modeling would 1) pro-
vide a framework for estimating and testing relationships between neuron cell populations and
also 2) perhaps improve single-neuron activity estimation accuracy by leveraging information
from nearby neurons. Methods developed in literature to this point generally focus on the single-
neuron problem.
Various statistical methods have been developed to analyze this data, including CNMF, para-
metric modeling of the underlying point process, Bayesian methods, and penalized latent variable
models. Beyond the single-neuron limitation of many of these methods, the parametric models
used for many of the matrix factorization methods impose assumptions which may be too limit-
ing to accurately reflect calcium imaging data (e.g. Normal distribution, Poisson processes, etc.).
To avoid the use of parametric modeling while still reflecting the point process structure of the
underlying neuronal spiking, we propose an extension to ICA which uses a nonparametric spline-
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based model for estimation of the log-hazard function. This log-hazard represents the pattern in
the timing of the neural spikes underlying the fluorescence signal. This allows underlying compo-
nents of neural spiking to be identified from the calcium image using the ICA model formulation,
estimated in a nonparametric fashion. The use of ICA also allows multiple neuron populations to
be analyzed jointly in the model, potentially providing previous discussed benefits. Furthermore,
this represents the first model found in the literature for ICA designed for nonnegative integers
which is does not assume a parametric form for the latent components.
There are a number of areas for future research based on the method and results presented in
this research. First, the method was only evaluated in the case where a dataset of observed spikes
is available, with the goal of inferring the latent spikes of interest from those that are observed.
Often, these observed spikes need to be defined or inferred based on observations in the data on
a continuous scale. One example is calcium imaging data, where a set of spikes is not explicitly,
but instead a continuous fluorescence signal. This research proposes models to transform from
this continuous signal to a set of observed spikes, however they need to be evaluated and perhaps
expanded on to be suitable for use in calcium imaging data in its raw form. Finally, the proposed
method was only evaluated in a small set of simulated scenarios, and not in any real imaging
data. The simulation studies done here need to expanded to confidently establish the method’s
properties empirically, along with exploring its utility in real imaging data.
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